
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
onuary 4, 1968

SUBJECT: PILLSBURY OCCIDENTAL @ 2 530-7939
DATE:

To: Jack Shields FROM: Ken Olsen
ccs) Mike Ford

Last week, Mr. Brecht of Pillsbury Occidental called to tell me the importance of

immediate service. They now have a PDP-8 in Baltimore and New York City, and
@ time-sharing system using General Electric computers. They plan to hove two

dozen PDP-6&'s In the future, but It Is very Important that they have Immedlate

service. Before Christmas vacation, Columbla University wos exceedingly unhappy

because their machine was down a day or two.

Pillsbury Cecidental ts financed by Pillsbury (flour) and Cecldental insurance.

Ken
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dl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ January 4, 1968DATE:

BUDGETINGSUBJECT:

+o: Operations Committees Ken GlenFROM:

tam pleased with the changes we are making In the budgeting system. do feel,
however, that there are simplifications that we can continue to make thet will give
us better control. Please make notes of your Ideas as they coma to mind, and then
someday | would like to spend time in the woods discussing what changes we should
incur to mak2 the system even more practical.

Should we hove more product lines? Should Bill Long's group be a product line? Can
we group things to eliminate some of the detailed work we now do? As we get complete
data on all engineering projects, what can we do to make sure the engineers report
accurately and have confidence in the results?

Ken

ecc
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HRT : INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: January 5, 1968

SUBJECT: BIMONTHLY REPORTS TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

TO: Operations Committee FROM: 'Ken Olsen

We started sending bimonthly reports from Operations Committee members to the
Board of Directors. Our Board meetings for this next year are not uniformly spread
throughout the year - some are a month apart and some three months apart.

I suggest we continue to make these reports bimonthly, and that we mail them out
to Directors at that time, independent of the Board meeting. The last was given
the first of December, so let's.start on schedule the first of February, then the first
of April, etc.

Ken

@ ece
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 5, 1968

SUBJECT: CUSTOMER CONTACT BY SENIOR EXECUTIVES

TO: Operations Committee Veen OlsenFROM:

Jay Forrester used to argue that senior people in a company should visit customers
to find out what is really going on. We all agree with this, but are getting less and
less contact.

We used to argue that we had a lot of contact through trade shows, but we're losing
this as we have professional trade show booth watchers taking our places there.

| have an idea that we should make it a point to have most of the Operations Committee
members go to each of the key trade shows ~ SJCC, FJCC, and IEEE - and spend most
of their time in the booth. This would mean three or four days three times a year, but
it sure would be an efficient way to have contact with our customers.

If you think it is a good idea, we could make it a point to see that everyone gets a
schedule of these shows. We might also want to include the Product Line Managers.

Ken

ecc
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: INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
:

@ DATE: January 15, 1968

suBuECT: TECHNICON

TO: Mort Ruderman FROM: Ken Olsen
Win Hindle

| visited Technicon last Friday and talked with Dr. Nathan Gochman for over an
hour about their plans for computer-aided blood testing. He said that after their
failure to develop a system this last year for sample testing, they have decided to
bypass the sample system and work with a large data processing company to com-
puterize the whole laboratory.

| said we couldn't take on this job, but that we would go ahead and offer, through
someone else, a computer to fill the interim gap. | said we would like to stay close
to them so that if their project doesn't work out they can come back and work with
us on a sample system.

A line printer will be a key part of their system; it could be a sideways 22-column
printer or the new one we're developing.

schedule the blood collecting for each day. The computer could lay out the schedule
One interesting data processing operation we could add to our system would be to

for each blood taker and even type labels for each of the samples at the same time
it is printing the schedule.

Ken.

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: January 15, 1968

SUBJECT: TELEGRAM RECEPTION

TO: Bob Lassen FROM: Ken Olsen
ccs Win Hindle

Nancy Whitthker of Western Union called to complain about reception of telegrams
in your Department. She sald that your girls have a very casual and Independent

attitude. They will often Insist on knowing the department that the receiver works

in, which Is very difficult for a girl at Western Union to get after the telegram Is

received. They will even refuse to accept telegrams, such as an order for a PDP~9,
if the man to whom It is addressed {s no longer here.

If you think we should moke different arrangements for handling telegrams, please

let me know.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: January 18, 1968 7

SUBJECT: RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN ENGINEERING MANAGER

to: Engineering Committee Members FROM: Ken Olsen

| would like to see the Engineering Committee develop a simple statement of the respon-
sibilities of an engineering manager. | would like to do this for two reasons; first, it should
be spelled out so that when people take the engineering manager responsibility they will
have an idea of what is being assumed, and secondly, thinking this question out is, in itself,
educational for those involved. | would suggest you invite several engineers who are not
members of the Committee to take part in this discussion.

The joke in business is, "Everyone wants to be a manager, but no one wants to manage."
"Manager" is not an honorary title; taking the title means taking a number of responsi-
bilities, and we should be sure we have some common understanding of what they are.

Here are a few thoughts to get you started. To fill in the details of what this means, it
might be good to over-simplify the Company as being three boxes - 1) those working on
the project, 2) the engineering manager, and 3) the management of the Company. The
engineering manager is not the only formal means of communication between engineers
and between management.

Engineering Manager

Hire, tr discipline, Budg schedules,
need nd problems proposals foxnew projects

Engineers Company Management

We have many services in the Company that help in these activities, but it seems to me

can hire, no one else can train, and no one else will discipline. When it comes to problems

for appreciation, needs for enthusiasm, and inspiration. Morale and confidence are, with-
out a doubt, the responsibility of a manager and should not be left to be taken care of by

e No one elsethat the engineering manager is responsible for making sure they are done.

and needs, the manager is the one to make sure they are taken care of. This includes needs

some mysterious person elsewhere in the organization. The manager is the Company to all
+those people below him.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Engineering Committee Members - 2 - January 18, 1968

As we develop these ideas, | want to be sure that we don't imply that a man's usefulness
to society or the Company increases as he takes on more and more manager responsibilities.
Some of us get farther and enjoy management more than straight technical work; however,
a man who continues to develop technically and is very good, will probably be more

hundreds of resumes from administrators with a lot of good experience; to all of them | have
someone politely write a negative reply. | would, however, fly half way around the world
to hire a 50 year old engineer who has been engineering for 30 years and developing all
those 30 years. Those who would like to graduate from engineering into administrative
tasks should go through the exercise of writing their resume as if they are 50 years old and
out looking for a job; one case where they were developing their technical skills for years,
and another case where they were doing administrative work for all those years.

valuable, and get paid more, than the same man moving into administrative tasks. | receive

Ken Olsen

ecc



dl ilgl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Janvary 22, 1963

SUBJECT: FELECBA CORPORATION

TO:
ccs

Ed Schwartz FROM: "Kan Coleen
Mick Mezzarese
Den Murphy

trecelved a telephone call of SoG p.m. on Eelday, Janvary 19, from Mr. John
Willis, Presicent and wner (and only employse) of Folacle Corporation, 24 rel
Street, Plainview, Long island, New York i:MB. He is tn the programming
iavsiness and has been programming POY computers tor the last few months, He has
tevented o channel device which muke. algital communication very afiicient.
Me: would like to sall us the rights for this for soma rate like if 4 of 1% royalty.

When he called he asked to talk with Ed Schwartz first, but then asked for me because
Ed was not available. He does not want to file for a patent because it wouls cost
several thouend Instead, he would rather make o deal with us first anci then
bet us beer the oxpense of Filing the patent, He hus ctready tolke? with Gon &.urphy
abeut this, and so we might already ow samawhat acevelnted with the ides.

VI you please fallow through on this and give him an answer as soon as we have ow
dees clorifled. His telephone number is 4: 5-790,

Kon

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 23, 1968

SUBJECT: Operations Committee Meetings

TO: Operations Committee Members FROM: (Ken Olsen

The present schedule for Operations Committee meetings indicates that there is no

meeting on the 5th of February, there is one scheduled for the 12th, then half a day
on the 13th, and a full day on the 14th. What do you think about driving up to New

Hampshire on Sunday night, the 11th, and raking it two consecutive full days instead

of two full days spread over three days?

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 23, 1968

SUBJECT: CORE MEMORY DEVELOPMENT

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: "Ken Olsen
Tom Stockebrand

Dr. Jim Childress, formerly of the memory core group at Linceln Laboratory ond then

with the memory core group of RCA, is now of NASA In Cambridge, where they

carrying on work In this area. He ond others In his group ore willing to do consulting
for us in the development of core memory when we are Interested in pursuing this. His

telephone number ts 494-2506.

Ken

EQU IPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL



: INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
d

January 23, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT:

TO: Operations Committee Members FROM: Ken Olsen

Please save the evening of the 5th and the day of the 6th of March for ARD's Annual

Meeting. Also, please save the afternoon of March 11th for our Board of Directors":

meeting, and the evening for our annual dinner for Directors, Officers, and their

wives.
If you have ideas as to what we should do for exhibiting at the ARD meeting, please
contact Tim McInerney immediately.

Ken

ecc
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DATE: January 29, 1968

Ford FROM: Olsen
cc: Mam Cthran

Murphy

pe :

On Decemser 6, 1967, | wrote a note to you aboui my visit with Ted Birnbaum of
Automatic .. He is setting up a system for typesstting in which he will use
macy inDui stailons to generate nine magnetic tapes. These stations will cost about
9< eccn, andthe first installation will require about 20. I suggested he use a
P-8 to timeshare cmong many stations.

the time, he cida't take my suggestion seriously because they planned to go intoi

ti business of these terminals, but on Monday, January 29th, at 4:00 o.m.,
he called me to say he is now interested in doing this with a computer. Now that
e called my bluff, didn'tknow what to fell him except that | have blind faith

a computer can do anything; particularly our PDP-8.

d hin someone would call him back on Tuesday, January 30, to make an

keyboards into a 9-keyboard magnetic tape.

if we can make this system work we can probaoly take away all the
Data is doing with their special devices. This might be a business

apoinimeni visit him in New York to explain how he can use PDP-8's to tie many

equal to the data acquisition business, but it would have to be taken as a product
which we peddie vo those people interested in collecting keyboard data on tape.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM@
+

DATE: January 29, 1968

SUBJECT: NOTES ON TEA PARTY WITH SECRETARIES

TO: Operations Committee "en Olsen F
FROM:

cc: Jim Myers
Al Hanson

| recently had a tea party with several of our secretaries to learn what problems they
encounter in their everyday activities.. | was very pleased to see that these girls are
bright, sharp, and very constructive, and all their frustrations seem to be involved in
getting their jobs done efficiently. | know that a number of them have been hurt by
specific rules of the Company, but none of these problems were brought up. There were
no criticisms of individual bosses, and at times when a specific area of the Company was
criticized, the secretary from that department often immediately jumped to the defense
of her boss.

| was surprised to find out how frustrating the life of a secretary is in many ways.
Apparently, there are many areas that a secretary is involved in that no one feels any

and make sure someone is responsible for them, and that some of the procedures are de~
fined in which we standardize on equipment and techniques.

direct responsibility for. 1 would like to put this on the agenda for our February 12th

Operations Committee meeting. | would like us to make a list of the various functions

Someone is going to have to do some creative and bold thinking on our office techniques.
We used to have a numbering system in which everyone was addressed according to their
nearest post. Now we have no system whatsoever, and the secretaries, as well as the
mail system, are in complete turmoil because no one knows where anyone's office is
located. Apparently, Personnel has no idea where people are located and secretaries
are given no information when they seek their help. The sheets that are printed for the
Mail Room are kept secret, so secretaries can have no access to them, and the result is
that no interoffice mail is ever addressed properly. If we develop an address system
(such as the numbered post system like the Navy uses on ships), and if we distribute this
information freely and often, our mail problems will drop off tremendously. The girls
would also like to have information as to what specific departments people are located
in.

The telephone list is just about unreadable, and the latest one was apparently several

think we can encourage good workmanship among our secretaries and other employees if
we distribute junk like this. Someday we're going to have to print on both sides of the

telephone list so that we can get the type big enough to read.

weeks old before it was distributed. I'm all for economy in our organization, but | don't

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Secretaries - 2 - January 29, 1968

Sometime ago | asked for an analysis of the Xerox machine situation. It seems to me
that we keep the Xerox machines scarse and hard fo use in an attempt to keep the usage
down. The result is that girls are continuously waiting in long lines for the machines.
| suspect there is gross inefficiency in this way of operation. The girls that are respon-
sible for the machines in each department feel. little obligation to keep them in order
because they are used by so many other people, with the result that the downtime is
very high (which compounds the problems). I would still like to see the analysis of these
machines because | would guess that it would be cheaper to have smaller machines more
widely distributed throughout the Company.

The secretaries would like to have a handbook of systems and ptocedures distributed that
is approved by management. Elsa has distributed some of her thoughts, but they don't
have the authority because | don't think anyone understands who is responsible. The
girls would also like to have a day of initiation for new secretaries. This would be the
opportune time to instruct girls in basic rules of Company procedures, correct telephone
procedures, familiarize them with names of our people, and include a plant tour to show
them what is going on in the Company and where things are located. They feel it would
be good to have a sign on each department identifying what is there. We might have a
large sign at each of the three stairways in Building 5 with a very large floor number and
a list showing what is on that floor.

The office supply situation is so terrible that the girls were even reluctant to mention it.
The supply room is only open an hour and a half a day, which means the girls have to
go at the specified time whether it is convenient with respect to her boss or not. It is
not uncommon to wait from 20 to 45 minutes and then have only two out of ten items in
stock. | don't feel this is the way to encourage efficiency and enthusiasm on the part
of the girls. This and petty cash are two items which apparently take quite a bit of time,
and we should figure out ways of simplifying the techniques so that girls don't have to be
inconvenienced,

The secretaries are also very conscious of the weaknesses of our telephone system. Many
customers are unhappy because of the delay in having the telephone answered, and then
they sometimes get turned over to four or five different people before they find someone
with an answer. We have to develop a technique in which we can take care of outside
calls in a more straightforward way. This system has to differentiate between people
who are trying to sell to us and those that are trying to buy from us,

A secretary from the Training Department is exceedingly discouraged by illegal parkers.
Apparently, in spite of the fact that | have threatened to fire people or send them home
from our training classes if they insist on parking illegally, no one else in the organization
takes it seriously, Consequently, we are again allowing them to park willy-nilly, spend
hours paging them, and the same people park illegally over and over again. | would
like the responsibility of finding out who is going to take care of this. Until someone
steps forward and says that he is responsible for this parking situation, I'm going to take
care of the illegal parkers and the Training Department myself.

q

j



Secretaries - 3 - January 29, 1968

We talked about the SCM typewriters sometime ago, and it was decided that we would
have conferences with the girls to convince them of the wisdom of our decision. As far
as can tell, nothing has ever been done about this. The girls feel that these typewriters
do not type letters of the quality that we should allow to be sent outside the office. If
they don't know how to use them, or if they are wrong, someone should counsel with

those standards or else do something else about if. Ignoring it is very poor for their
morale.

them. If they feel they are being forced to send out things which are below their stand-
ards, we should ' management, let them know that we are willing to go along w th

The morale of the men in our Machine Shop was exceedingly poor because their advice
was not asked in major decisions in which they were involved. Secretaries feel the same
way about typewriters and dictating equipment. They feel that the small Grundig dictating
machine was standardized on without being duly considered or the advice of secretaries
asked. At this point, | agree with them completely; | would use it only in emergency.

Secretaries say that the walk from Building 5 to the parking lot is seldom plowed and
they have to walk along the road, which is exceedingly dangerous. We have a snow
blower for this, and was very disappointed to hear that we do not use it to plow a walk
to the parking lot.

The girls are disappointed with the housekeeping in some areas, and would like to have
access to a vacuum cleaner so they can clean their bosses offices.

They feel the vending machines are dirty, and they often get the wrong items. Even
though they can get the money back by walking over to the Cafeteria, they feel it is
not worth the Company's time to do this.

The girls did not criticize their bosses, but | did suggest to them that it is their respon-
sibility to let their bosses know what makes them unhappy. | told them to speak up and
to volunteer to do jobs which they feel they can do. Most of them have had much more
training on being secretaries than their bosses have had in using secretaries. In fact,
most of the bosses have had no training on the use of secretaries, and it is up to them to
teach the bosses,

Addendum: (January 31) Here are some more ideas on the latest tea party.

The girls would like to have an evening shift to catch up on the large amount of typing.
We might find girls on our Mothers Shift who are very competent to do this. If we
eliminate the frustrating, time-consuming things the girls have mentioned, however,
they may find they don't have extra typing.

The girls said that if we had more ditto machines around there would be less use for the
Xerox machines.

o



Secretaries - 4 - January 31, 1968

The typewriter is very important to a girl, and they don't want others using them;
particularly at night and on weekends. If we have a slot cut in the middle drawer of
their desks, they can put the plug of their typewriter in the drawer and lock the desk
so no one else can use it.

The girls do feel that it would be good to give instructions on how the telephone should
be answered.

The girls are so very sensitive to the SCM typewriter that they are even reluctant to
mention it. One of the mature girls is very proud of the fact that she has had one for
some time and has not complained about it.

The girls were very reluctant to criticize individuals, but | heard the hint that the girl
dispensing petty cash is a frustration. My guess is that she is very young and enjoys
having older secretaries wait for her. It is not uncommon to wait a long time for her,
but if they are one minute late after her designated hours, she will not do business with
them.

Ken Olsen

ecc



: INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 30, 1968

SUBJECT: INTERNATIONAL BIOPHYSICS CONFERENCE

TO: Win Hindle FROM: "Ken Olsen
Mort Ruderman

| received a telephone call from Dr.. Kolten of BBN advising me that the International
Biophysics Conference plans to be held in Boston during 1969,

Professor Rosenblith, chairman of the organization committee, plans to visit us on
Tuesday, February 27, at 2:00 p.m. Will you please save this time to meet with us.
| think he is going to ask for financial support for the conference.

Ken

® ece
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 3, 1968

SUBJECT: {BM 1130 end 1800

TO: George Rice FROM: Ken Olsen
Dave Cotton

Your memo the IBM 1130 very useful and educational, George. (
is good for everyone te have this kind of background, end the Operations Committes

thought If very worthwhile.

§ would like each of you fo write two short paragraphs what you,
individuals, think we, a Company, should de with respect to this market.

Ken

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM{ to!u :

DATE: January 31, 1968

SUBJECT: AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL LIST AND BADGES

TO:
cc:

Safety-Security Committee FROM: (Ken Olsen
Operations Committee :

There is confusion expressed concerning employees who are authorized to enter the
plant during off-hours. Some people believe that the employees on the Authorized
Personnel List are the only people to come in off-hours without special permission,

propose a policy for off-hours entry.

| would also like to have your Committee consider our "visitor" and "temporary"
badge situation. It would seem to me that we should consider printing badges like
the one attached, where it is filled out by the visitor, the contract worker, the
employee with a lost badge, or the employee waiting for a new badge. When they
fill them out themselves, it would take little time at the receptionist desk, and we
would then have a signed card with all the information we would be interested in.
It could also include a ist of rules that the visitor should read.

while others believe this is the list of people who can authorize visitors. Please

The sample badge attached sticks on the clothing and would be of little value for
use on another day. We should write the date on each badge to discourage its use
on other days. We could even print the day of the week or have different colors

visitor write in the information with a wick pen so that the writing would be very

file on all visitors, and the girls at the reception desks wouldn't have to make any
marks.

like ski slopes do to make sure tickets aren't used on other days. We could have the

large and readable. | like this system because we would then end up with a complete

| have asked the girls at each reception desk to make sure there is always a company
name on evéry visitor badge. f it is desirable to keep this secret, they should put
"Self" where the company name goes.

. Ken

ecc
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CELLULOID BUTTONS
OVAL OR ROUND
CELLULOID BUTTONS

JACK-BILT QUALITY E-Z STICK-ON BADGES
Preferred by BUSINESS, EDUCATIONAL and SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

ur nationwide business has been built upon repeat orders and
satisfied customers.

S nce originating our exclusive way of making the original E-Z Stick-On
identification badges several years ago. they have been used by
our customers all over America. many of whom have continued
to reorder year after year. They have recommended our badges to
others until today we are one of the nation's top ders n the badg

2%x3 Inch E-Z Stick-On Badges

MY NAMEIS
business. Style Hello

Jack-Bilt E-Z Stick-On BadgeWINDOW CELLULOID BUTTONS 5000

gen "oy

folForce,
GENERAL
MOTORS

DONT FORGET

oFFEE
OLGER

by
WANTS
You

In
43.50 80.00 123.50 200.50 191.50 187.50 STOCK BADGES

tick-On Badges without extra cost.

BADGES Member", Class Reunion", ''Ask Me-I Live Here'. Furnished in dark

You will find these listed on page 10 of our catalog.
We will make these wonderful parking permits up
in any color, number them and ship direct prepaid
for following low prices: (3-inch size. round or
square)
500 Jac-Cals ...... $17.50 5.000 Jac-Cals ....$45.00

Badges are carefully made
by the original Jack-Bilt pro-cess. First they are printedor lithographed. Then the
Double Coated Garment Ad-
hesive is put on by our elec-
tronic process.
ALL PRICES
NO DISCOUNT

Our E-Z Stick-On Badges are

To insure freshness we package all our badges in individual envelopes.AN Jack-Bilt Stick-On Style B Reverse

PRICES 214x3 INCH E-Z STICK-ON BADGES
10,000

ANG D
DUNBARTON
COLLEGE

Washington, D.C.

Quantity 100 500 1000 5000 or over
PRICE (Not Imprinted) 4c ea, 4c ea. 4c ea. 4c ea. 314c ea.
PRICE (Imprinted) 7c ea. 6c ea. 5c ea. 4l2 ea. 4c ea.

Price includes imprinting-any color
Reverse printing or special cuts add $5.00 extra.

tions are gladly furnished
without obligation. in the Following Popular Sizes and Styles
Free layouts and sugges-

HOME COMING
PICK-OFF LABELS

dd $5.00 extra. in this Space
-FIT VISITORS pare

of injury to a vitor from moving

or hia property to be torn of as used.
under $00-5l4c ea., over 500- Minimum order 100 strips.

PERFORATED LINE
_ _ - _ _- -Lots of Stock Ribbons-10c Each COMPANY

HERE TO SOE DEPT

in gold on red or blue ribbon.
MEMBER [] MANAGER CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE DELEGATE GUEST
EXHIBITOR USHER [] HOSTESS HOST
INFORMATION [] OFFICER PRESIDENT

100 strips ( 600 Badges.......... ......2lc per strip net
250 strips (1500 Badges) .. . 19c per strip net
500 strips (2500 Badges) . per strip net
1000 strips (5000 Badges)... 16 per strip net

PLANT VISITOR BADGES AND RELEA
The E-Z Stick-On adhesive is the badge only. (Like Chicago). The release card is
perforated so as to be taken off. Used by many of the largest firms throughout the
country. Every plant who welcomes visitors should use this pass.

BADGES

SIZE 2x3 INCH LONG JOHN BADGESQUANTITY 1000 1000 to 5000 Over 5000

NEW MEMBER OFFICIAL

Stick-on
IBBONS

Only 2c Each Extra
These ribbons stick on clothing without
pins or badge. Simply peel off backing
sheet and apply ribbon to garment. E-Z
Stick-On ribbons cost only 2c each extra.

1000 strips (S000 Badges) 17c per strip net

We are headquarters for bumper
signs, lithographed on the finest
adhesive stock. Red fluorescent,
334" x 15", net price. postpaid, 100
for 18 each, 250 for 15c each, 500
for 10 each, 750 for $ each, 1000
for 8c each, 5000 for 5!-2c each. On
white stock, 1000 for 7c each, 5C00
for Aloe each. We will be glad to
send you a layout on bumper signsor E-Z Stick-On Badges FREE,

SIZE 3x3 INCH LONG JOHN BADGES
100 strips ( 400 Badges) .................26c per strip net
250 strips (1000 Badges)....... . ... 24c per strip net
500 strips (2000 Badges) ....... .. 22Y4c per strip net
1000 strips (4000 Badges) .. 20€ per strip net

BABY JUMBO LONG JOHN BADGE
4 BADGES TOA STRIP

SIZE 314 x am, (Same size as our Baby Jumbo Badge
only in strips).

100 strips ( 400 Badges) 26c per strip net
250 strips (1000 Badges).............. 24c per strip net
$00 strips (2000 Badges)......... ....22Vec per strip net

20c per strip net
250 Silver Cloth Badges...72c each 2.500 Silver Cloth Badges S each
500 Silver Cloth each 5,000 Silver Cloth Badges...42c each 1000 strips (4000 Badges)

LET'S HAVE A BALL AT THE

BAXTER BOWL
BAXTER SPRINGS, KANSAS

6c each
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: January 31, 1968

SUBJECT: MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE TU 79

Pete Kaufmann FROM: - Ken Olsen
Win Hindle Loren Prentice
Bob Savell Dan Sullivan
Joe Sutton Dick Best

TO:

Phil Backholm Tom Stockebrand
Joe St. Amour Ken FitzGerald

| would like to suggest that you have a mechanical design review of the TU79. I'm
ofraid that it is going to be expensive to manufacture, and.| think we shou!! de

_
now whether we want to redesign it so if is manufacturable.

The cabinet is just filled with an infinite number of odd-shaped brackets to hold this
and that, and each one has to be drafted (1 hope we haven't done any drafting on
this project yet), subcontracted, inventoried, and assembled. There are no subassemblies,
but everything is assembled right in the cabinet. The wiring is a hodgepodge, and
doesn't lend itself to premade harnesses One does not have the feeling of clean-cut,
straightforward design that we promised when we started the project (and like what
other manufacturers are now learning to do).

If we decide to continue the project, let's review every part to see if it is necessary,
and let's do everything we can to simplify and cut the price of parts that are necessary.

Let's weld all brackets and angles right to the frame before it is painted.

We should consider making an assembly for the air pressure system that would contain
the pump, filter, regulator, valve, guage, and manifold. The filter, regulator, and

guage could be bought as a unit. | would guess the manifold could be a piece of 1-
inch iron pipe capped on each end with fittings screwed into its side.

It would be easier to manufacture if the vacuum system was another assembly that could
be slipped into place with a plastic hose fastened to the vacuum columns and the motor.
We should try to avoid welding special pipe flanges for the vacuum hose by buying
standard plumbing parts.

Let's list the power requirements and the characteristics needed for the power control,
and consider the cost of making a new power supply to do all of this in one unit. Now
we have three, four or five separate power supplies and a power control panei win
bracket on bracket on bracket on bracket. We might make very lightweight power
supplies for those that do not need good regulation and filtering. If we could buiid ii

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Mechanicai Design of the TU79 - 2 - January 31, 1963

on a simple panel like the PDP-8/I power suoply, it could fit on one side of the cabinet.
We might then put the logic on the other side of the cabinet and avoid the multiiude of
hardware to slide out the logic and the very elaborate cabling.

Other parts should be looked at to see if can De mec. 2 such as :
: :

cur swiich, This now consists of maay paris baaG are assembled ine panel.
:

Ken Olsen

ecc



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: January 31, 1968

SUBJECT:

To: Stan Olsen FROM: Ken Olsen

40%
Dr. Shirley Johnson of the Denver Research Institute called me, thinking | was

you, and offered me a seat on the Board of Directors of a small, $1 million trans-

former power supply company In Boulder, Colorado. The big advantage of this is

that you would have a chance to go to Denver to ski periodically.
It wasn't clear who he meant to invite, but he did Invite me; | turned him down.

Next week the president of the company will be calling again to invite you. If

you want to turn it down, It would be good to have your excuses thought out ahead

of time.

@ Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 1, 1968

SUBJECT: PDP-10

TO: Win Hindle Ken Olsen
Bob Lane
Bob Savell

FROM:

{ would ithe to have a brainstorm session on how we can get the PDP-10 story across

to the outside world. Let's try to schedule a discussion for the Operations Committee

meeting on February 12th.

As preparation for that meeting, will you ter the main features of the PDP-i0, and
also list the misconceptions which you think might be prevalent. I'm afraid the? some

people think the PDP-i0 Is incompetent computer because the price is low, some

people believe it is obsolete because the programming is done, ft is behind the

times becavee It Is not all Integrated,

Ken

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



lilo} AD INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
February 1, 1965DATE:

SUBJECT: DESIGN REVIEW OF THE TU79, PCOl, AND LARGE DISC

TO: Dick Best FROM: en Olsen
Operations Committee Members

Most people are very pleased with the design review committees, but there are
things which these committees do not cover. The Operations Committee would
feel better if some of the projects had a detailed analysis made by someone like
yourself.

Will you outline for the Operations Committee a review of the TU79, the PCOI,
and the large disc.

Generating the outline will be much of the job, and when we review the outline
with the Operations Committee we can then discuss to what detail we would like each
of the parts reviewed.

if you can have the outlines ready by February 16, we can review them after the
Schedule Review meeting.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: LOGIC LAB

TO:
Ges

Al Devault FROM: Aen Olsen
Stan Olsen

i don't remember seelng a proposal, schedule, or budget for the new logic lab. Will
you please present one to the Operations Committee at your convenience. We should
also have a design review of this project, and | would Ilke you to propose a committee
to do this.

{ would like to have the same committee, of another committee, review the notebook
to go with modules. | would like to know who has read the book and feels it should be
printed. In times past we have made mistakes by distributing copies and assuming that
if there were no complaints It was safe to go into production, Before the project is
approved for production, | would rother see the signature of Individuals who say they
think we should go into production.

Ken

ecc

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARDO, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: POWER SUPPLY

to: Phil Backholm FROM: Ken Olsen

PDP-8/1. Will you look at this and compare It with the original power supply to see
if you can use some of the ideas. Originally it was made up of aluminum with a large
number of brackets, angles and supports; now It Is spot-welded out of steel and cadmium-
plated. It was our success with this one that encouraged me to suggest we consider
making one big power supply for the TU79.

We have developed some new techniques In manufacturing the power supply for the

The same idea holds in welding brackets onto the frame. There is an advantage In using
G standard frame, but some of the advantage disappears when we have to add brackets
later on. Please show the cabinet to our sheet metal foreman and ask him if he thinks
it would be easier to weld on steel brackets before painting or make up aluminum ones
to be screwed on later.

We should set up standard ways of doing things so that we don't reinvent every time a

you help me start this by making a list of all the ways we use tab terminals In our products
now (there are probably only six or ten ways) and a short comment after each one. You
might even mention what it costs. The ways | know of are the Heyco through-panel tab
connections, the Jones strips we buy with tabs riveted in place, the fiber strips we rivet
tabs onto for the various fans, the large number of various tabs we screw onto components,
and the tabs we screw onto etched boards.

new problem comes up. | don't think we should eliminate the possibility of reinventing,
but don't think we should make the obligation to reinvent everything as It Is now. Will

After you make this list, will you publish it in the if Engineering Newsletter" so that when
anyone wants to use tabs they will at least know what we have done In the past.

Ken

ece

SETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHL



dl ill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: TU79 DESIGN REVIEW

TO:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

Pete Kaufmenn FROM: ken Olsen
Win Hindle

The | sent last week mn the TU79 apparently upset people much thet it did
more harm than good. They say, and agree, that they did everything in the logical
and right way, according to ail the instructions they received. | agree thet they did
everything right every step along the way, but I don't like the result. They feel fom

being terribly unfair because they did everything right.

1 am developing some sympathy for their situation, however. They work so hard to
make anything mechanical that the Idec of changing It is Just overpowering them.
don't know why it is so difficult for them to make things mechanically. might be
that having It done in our shops and having it subcontracted Is just such @ terrible chore
that they can't conceive of doing it twice. I'm sure we have to leam to design better
mechanical things end to make it @ lot easier to get the design done. Maybe after some-
thing is working electrically, like this one Is, we should toke it down to the shop, have
our engineer work right there, and whip up a final mechanical design. With the shop
nearby, ond all the cooperation of the shop people, we should be able to whip out a
very simple one. Some of the changes that | think would be trivial just overwhelm the
present engineors as belng way beyond any possible time schedule. Even some things
that are available in a local hardware store seem to add years to thelr schedule Hf we
were to consider them.

Will you encourage them to pick their own mechanical design review committee. |

think a design review committee's job is obvious. They should list all the things they
don't like, and the people in charge of the project should say which ones they will do,
which ones they will wait to do at the next redesign, and which ones they don't think
ore wise. Joe Sutton is just overwhelmed by the thought of a design review committes
made up of a number of people. He feels he would have to argue with each and
might lose some of the arguments he doesn't believe in. don't think It should be set
up that way at all, but we should moke a list of all the things people don't like about
the device.

Ken

CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: DIGITAL SIGN

To: Harry Mann FROM: Ken Olsen

WII you please see that the G Is put back In our DIGITAL sign at the Main Street
entrance.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: STOCKROOM STORAGE OF MEMORIES

To: Pete Kaufmann FROM: Ken Olsen

WIII you have someone review how we store memories In the stockroom. I'm afraid
that maybe they should be stored in foam or something that would protect them. |

wouldn't worry about this If we had a history of no failures upon installation.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: MECHANICAL DESIGN OF CATHODE RAY TUBE

TO: Klaus Pichler FROM: 'Ken Olsen

As you do the mechanical design of the cathode ray tube, be sure that it Is not made
any more rugged than what you believe Is possible. Television sets are shipped around
the world and most of the time work when plugged in. Sometimes when we do the
mechanical design of devices we build them as if they are tanks, when lightweight
strapping would be just as good.

There are standard bezels available that might work for this tube. | think the company
that makes them is Martel. From them you might be able to get a cheap, plastic bezel
which would be quite satisfactory. Bell Telephone Laboratories makes a display some-
what like this, and they have some real clever mechanical design. The only think | can
remember right now, however, is that, for the original model, they bought the bezel
from Martel.

I'm a little afraid of aluminum casting for a bezel because It gives a very heavy, unclever
look.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: MEETING ON NEW CABINET

TO: Loren Prentice FROM: Ken Olsen

Will you set up a meeting for the near future so we can review the status and ideas on

the new cabinet. | would like to have ideas introduced early and often before this

project is very far along.

Ken

ece
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 5, ifS6

SUBJECT: NEY POWER SUPPLY FOR PDP?

TO: Ston Olsen FROM: Ken Olsen
John Jones
George Gerelds

| wrete a note on the TU7% thot f'm afrala wos vaduly harsh. tn it |, among other
things, suggested that thay comider combining all the power supplies anc power contrel

into one neat unit like we did on the They were rether indignant at
this, anc said they used the officlel, appreved, end traditional manulacturing techniques
used ay the Company. W looks to me Hike they have a hatigepodge of misceilencous
Mawer supplies spreas all over the place, anc the power control pansl with stuit piled on
top of stuff.

'hon | loek over the PDP-9, | diecoverad that they wera indeed right thay are using
POP-Y techniques. They feel so strongly that they hove the optimum epproach te aesign
thet | don't think they awe ever going te change, but would like te suggest thet you
consider changing the power supplies In the PDP-F,

f suggest you have George Gerelcs lay out o stea! panel to cover the full front bottom of
the POF-9, On this, lay out POP~* power supplies, power control, and any other odds
and ends that would fit nicely. There should be no covert on this, and it should be wide
open with no more brackets than asa necestory.

Tha flanges an the sides, and ony Srackets that aro necessary, should be spot-wolded,
and the whole thing cadmium ploted.

The cover that goes in the bottom frant should alo be changed. The aluminum angles
screwed fo the bottom of tha cabinet should be left off, and the nuw panel could be
plain with two or four flanges bent up the sides. e could be held in place by four
exposed scraws that screw Inte nuts and welded In the naw power supply.

# we're going te go about proving the POP-9 6 step of a time, this would be a goed
stort because ft would be relatively easy and ht would do a lot te Improve the snglaesringappearance

Kea
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: PDP-8/S ASSEMBLY AREA

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: Uken Olsen

| walked through the PDP-8/S assembly area at 8:30 Saturday moming, February 3rd,
and found it to be a depressing sight. All the technicians were sitting In the office and
slowly walked out when they saw me inspecting. There were modules, cables, and
instruction books on the floor, along with all sorts of litter and dirt.

| suggest that you talk to the foreman in charge of that area and tell him to get the morale
high in that group, and to get the place cleaned up and keep it clean; otherwise, tell
him to qult or we'll fire him. The fact that this is an older project is no excuse whatsoever.
The man in charge ts to make that place play right or he is no foreman at ail.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: NEW LOGIC LAB

TO: Stan Olsen FROM: (Ken Olsen

I'm sorry that | haven't had a chance to look at the logic lab in detail. Every time |

went there no one was around so | didn't know which was the latest model. There are
a few things, though, which bother me that | think look a little immature.

I'm not sure we have made the switches to fit into the front panel in a neat and professional
way. Adding masonite or anything else to back up the deep eyelets worries me. {'m
afraid this will expand with the humidity and temperature and might break the solder
joint. | would much rather see blind eyelets put through one layer of board and soldered
on the back side.

Now that we're getting closer to being sure that we can solder integrated circuits on the
surface of panels, we can consider again making this unit by etching the diagram on one
surface, on the other side have all the wiring, and solder the integrated circuit on that
surface.

We could then make the unit on three small boards which can be easily made and soldered.
Two boards, which might be identical, contain the integrated circuits and their pin
connections, and the third one contains all the handmade parts. The first two boards are
flesh with a surface of the unit, and the third one is set back deep enough to hide the
switches, then covered with a fourth board to make a flesh appearance.

If we had a push-on knob on the potentiometer, it might look a little more professional
than the military type knob we now have.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT:

TO: Henry Crouse FROM: Ken Olsen

Could you get me some literature on very small air compressors made by Neptune.
think the trade name they use is Dina Pump.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: PROTECTION FROM 50-CYCLE GENERATORS

+o: Al Hanson FROM: Ken Olsen

The open pulleys and belts on the 50-cycle generators are dangerous for people walking
by. Covering them up Is never satisfactory, and is rather expensive. | suggest that you
make a fence of a single 2" x 4" about three feet high and nail it to the posts so there is

a line that defines where people should walk.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 5, 1968

SUBJECT: MY MEMO TO YOU DATED JANUARY 31

To: Stan Olsen FROM: Ken Olsen

1 don't think you should accept directorship of a company so far away. | think it would

take just too much time away from work if you went out there to board meetings.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
February 7, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: AUTOMATIC WIRE-CUTTER AND STRIPPER FOR WIRE-WRAP MACHINE

TO: Tom Stockebrand FROM: ven Olsen

Here Is a variation of the wire-stripping machine that you may want to consider for
future models. Instead of precutting and stripping all possible lengths, we could make
a computer-controlled wire-stripper that would feed the wire to the operator before
she needs it.

We used to use a Mark If wire-cutter and stripper from Technical Devices Company,
14242 Playa Court, Culver City, California 90230. This is a small unit about six
inches wide, one foot long, and five Inches high. Wire Is pulled through the unit by
hand to the desired length, and the pneumatic cylinder is fired. Jaws grip the wire,
cut it, and strip both ends.

This stripper seems quite reliable because the cutters are assembled at the factory.
They cut a particular wire type with a particular length of strip.

If we had a stepping motor control that would feed wire from a spool into this stripper,
I think this would deliver to the operator exactly the wire she desires.

Ken

ecc
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dflolita] IN=ROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT:

TO: John Trebendis

DATE: February 7, 1968

FROM: en Olsen

Will you make a guess for me of the price of a 12-inch long, | 1/2-inch galvanized
steel pipe nipple like is stocked at Maynard Supply. ! would like a standard cap on
each end. In one cap | would like a hole drilled in the center and tapped with a
1/8-inch pipe tap. On one side of the nipple, approximately equally spaced, | would
Itke five holes drilled and tapped with 1/8~inch pipe tap, and one hole opposite the
hole which Is the middle one of those five.

In total there are seven tapped holes, all with 1/8-inch pipe taps one in one cap, five
In one side of the nipple, and one on the other side.

The people designing the TU79 used rather elaborately shaped weldment, which Is a
simple plenum for their alr compressor. They said they looked into doing this with
standard pipe, but found that it was more expensive than making on extrusion, which

me that this arrangement, if mounted vertically in the rack with 2-inch tail pipe clamps,
would make a very inexpensive plenum. A drain spicket could be screwed in the bottom,
the compressed air would come in beside one hole, and there would be Five ports out the
other.

they made in strange shape so that they can drain water out the bottom. It seems to

If it is very easy to do, you might make one, charge It to my account, and deliver It to
Phil Backholm with an estimate of the cost.

Ken

ecc
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dl il} INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 7, 1968

SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO PDP-9 MEMO DATED FEBRUARY STH

TQ: Stan Olsen Ken Olsen
3 John Jones

FROM:

Our present practice Is to make o standord cabinet and then drill holes into it that
ony bracket anybody ever wanted to put on it would have a locating nut and right
in the cabinet. This we do lip service to the werd "standorizetion.ou

i heve serlous doubts to the efficiency of this. | would like to have this compared
with building POP-9 cabinets for PDP-9 only, and welding all the brackets and odd
pleces that later screwed on. These cabinets then only good for PDP-9, but

the price of nuts, layout, the drilling for brackets.

raake only 50 of the odd pleces, weld them in place, and the whole thing gets painted
at one time.

do the
We save the Inventory of all the odd, special pieces, ond we save fitting on the pleces
afterwad. When they going to make 50 of these cabinets In the Shop, they will

Do have a new door for the PDP9? That wes one of the things tha? bothered me,
and hed developed. just want to make it didn't die in the process.

Loren Prentice would also like to have develop a back door to hold the logic
because this Is rather flimsy. The only port which really stands out to Is the
openings for the filters; they about inch lerger then the filter end it makes it
very sloppy.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 7, 1968

SUBJECT:

TO: Pete Kaufmann Ken OlsenFROM:

While at work Saturday morning, | wandered through the module area and saw what

they have accomplished. worry just a Ilttle bit on the wisdom of upsetting It.
understand all Harry's arguments, but when you have a good thing going, you sheuld

think real carefully before you upset it.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 7, 1968

SUBJECT: MESSAGE FOR ANALYSTS

TO: Harry Mann FROM: Ken Olsen

| would like to talk with analysts when they come to the plant to let them know that
we have our engineering and programming done, and that we are In tremendously
better shape than most other computer companies. if t'm not around when they come,
will you make sure that this message gets across to them.

Enclosed is a copy of a report that Bob Collings received.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 12, 1968.

N

SUBJECT: Some Thoughts on My Trip to Europe

TO: John Leng FROM: Ken Olsen

| enjoyed being at the Managers Meeting and visiting with the people from Europe last
week. [am proud of the organization you have set up, and | think you should be proud
also.

I was pleased to get to know Jean-Claude better. | think he will be able to do any job
that we ask him to in the future. | think he understands the way we do things, maybe
even better than we do.

Jean-Claude said he would like to do manufacturing in France, and | suggested that if
he would like to run a manufacturing organization himself, we would be very happy to
consider his proposal. | hinted, however, that he ought to decide whether he would like
to aim toward having more general responsibility in the overall European organization or

/

concentrate on the French organization, which he would have to do if he started manu-
facturing there. | would like to suggest that you start discussing your hopes for Jean=
Claude with him.

Lam fascinated about manufacturing in France, but it is my guess that we would like to
encourage Jean-Claude to take more general responsibility. If you agree with this, you
might want to have him take your place in various meetings once in a while, such as the
Regional Managers meeting here in the States; sometime if you just can't make the trip,
it might be convenient to ask him to take your place.

I like the idea of moving the European headquarters to a different city because it would
then force you to define and isolate the U.K. operation. You owe responsibility to Tom,
but we might be able to accomplish this in an easier way, and a lot sooner, by just
isolating, on paper, the European organization. You might even move the European
organization across the street and keep the U.K. organization where it is. | would sure
like to find out now if Tom can run the U.K. If he can, let him do it and eliminate the
burden from you, and if he can't, let's find out and get someone in there who can.

| would like to suggest that you take down the bulletin board in your lobby, and find some
better way to store the telephone directories and loose papers from the Teletype machine.
| think these little things would make the lobby much more attractive.

| suggest that you do not allow people to talk about "Maynard. People should always
talk about an individual or a department; Maynard or the Company does nothing, good
or bad. We are always reluctant to criticize an individual, however, so we complain

4
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John Leng - 2 - February 12, 1968

about the Company or Maynard. The result is that people in the field, both in the States
and abroad, because they are always criticizing Maynard, develop the feeling that there
are 2,000 people here making an effort to ignore them. Actually, there are a number of
individuals here, and they have the same weaknesses and make the same mistakes as those
in the field, It's just that with 2,000 of them we have much more opportunity to make
mistakes. We have made tremendous improvements in getting rid of goofs, but | would like »

to make a concentrated effort this year of cutting them way down. | think we should be
equally hard on those people in the field who forget to answer letters to customers, Arnaud
de Vitry, and the plant, as we are of those in the plant who foul up orders. Some of the
most atrocious goof-ups we have are the sum of small delays or mistakes by many individuals
ina chain. Each one who contributed very little doesn't feel very guilty. We have to
concentrate on making sure that we just don't have these goof-ups.

One thing we might do is to have a Teletype and letter log in each office. If the secretary
logs each letter and Teletype message that comes in, there would then automatically be
a record of what answers are owed and which ones are getting overdue. Each individual
excuses his own little goof-ups because he is so busy, and he particularly excuses them as
he sees that the next bigger organization, such as your European headquarters or Maynard
headquarters, makes them in even larger quantity. We have to develop a system so that
each individual, all through the system, makes no goof~ups.

I'll particularly work on the field service ordering system here in Maynard because this is
exceedingly important.

That was a charming hotel where we had our meeting. Someday I would like to casually
visit the English countryside just to relax. Let me know when the weather is good and |

will plan to take a short vacation there.

Ken Olsen

ecc



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 13, 1948

SUBJECT: FIELD SERVICE FIGURE OF MERIT

TO: dock Shields cRom: Ken Olsen
Ted Johnson

When { was In Europe they were quoting some figure of merit on the field service.
This is interesting, but | think we can develop a somewhat better one. | suggest thot
figure of merit be measured only on emergency calls or those which want instant service,
and that they count all the hours In the day, not Just how many working hours ore taken
to make the call. Then probably want three of this; the average and the
two extremes.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: Febryery 13, 1968

SUBJECT: SENDING PACKAGES TO EUROPE

TO: Fronk Kalwell FROM: Ken Olsen
ce: Stan Olsen

Americans have very little feeling for the importance of netional borders. We go from
state to state or Canada and Mexico so easily, and when we visit Europe we cross
countries with so little red tope that we forget how seriously they teke thelr borders.

We should careful when Europe. Twice now, we
have sent modules to France with the wrong number of modules specified on the label.
The first time, they assumed It just mistake, but the second time it happened they

we we were trying to cheat them. Now, every package goes through end of
red tape just because We had two modules In the package than whet we sald.
We this never happens again.sure

Also, we should always be sure not to list anything os semiconductors. They ore ail
electronic circults. Semiconductors teke six weeks to get inside France.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ Februcry 13, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: K-SERIES MODULE ADVERTISEMENT

TO: Sten Olsen FROM: Ken Olsen
Al Devault

D, MASSACHUSETTS

You should really get some articles on K-serles modules ino number of mogazines,

particularly in Europe. This Is the best publicity you can ge , and It's free.

Ken
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Al INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: Bebruary is, i%23

SUBJECT: ALES §N FRANCE

To: ten Chea FROM: Ken Chen
Al Osveuls
Mick Messercte
prthe Pord

44 we enberge Feat sales in France, we oreo getting and Ore dependent oe

techaiciess and ongineets who knew English. ff we ites get of module

ond basin Hteroture translated in French, ft weuld help sates.

Kaa
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: FOB POLICY IN EUROPE

TO: Harry Mann FROM: Ken Olsen

While visiting the European managers last week, | developed the feeling that

maybe we should become a little more flexible on our policy of FOB in Europe.
It would seem to me that, for a price, we could go to more liberal delivery terms.

It would seem that we might also want to consider having longer payment terms,

also. Any of these ways In which we back down, | would assume we would raise

our price to cover the extra cost.

Ken
ecc
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Al INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: PDP-8/I's TO FRANCE

Nick Mazzarese FROM: Ken Olsen
Mike Ford

TO:

Jean~Claude would like to get some PDP-8/I's early to OEM's in France because

our future will be very much effected by how soon we can get them there. By this

he means May and June.

Ken
ece
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
February 13, 1968

SUBJECT:

TO: Ted Johnson FROM: + Ken Olsen
cer Stan Olsen

DATE:

{ think many of people in Europe have Idec what manufacturing fs Ike in

this country. | suggest that each time we have DEC European visitors, we try to

get them to go through the General Motors automobile plant in Framingham so they
will have an idea of how we Americans work.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
February 13, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: MANAGEMENT BY GOAL SETTING

TO: Ted Johnson FROM: Ken Olsen

I think some people in the academic world have the management by goal setting
worked out rather well. It seems to me there are some books on this too. Sometime

maybe we ought to send John Leng to a course on this just to introduce the ideas In

Europe.

Ken

ecc
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
February 13, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: FIELD SERVICE PARTS FOR EUROPEAN OFFICES

TO:
ccs

Jack Shields FROM: sen Olsen
Ted Johnson

One problem that bothers people in Europe is slow delivery on fleld service parts.
They are also very conscious of those Items which are ordered and never delivered.
reprimanded them for allowing this to happen, but | think we should develop

system which Is foolproof.

First of all, | think we should sort out the emergency needs from those which are In
no hurry. We should acknowledge all orders on receipt; those that are in no hurry
can be acknowledged by mail, but those that ore Teletyped, we ought to reply by
Teletype and quote delivery date.

A second Teletype should be sent when octual shipment Is mode. This probably should
be sent the package is the airplane and know exactly what the way-
bill number Is.

This would mean two Teletype messages for each emergency order; one acknowledging
the order and giving a promise delivery, end another one giving the waybill number.
This way, | think we will give them the help they need.

You might elso consider leaving standard components over there, such cable
and cable ends. One story they told about cables needed In France

they had « stock of cable end ends, they could alwoys make do.

that were finally sent over after many months, but had the wrong ends them. They
had to solder the ald connectors the new cables in order to make them work. Hf

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: PoP-a/t and English-Mede Computers

TO: Menry Crouse FROM: [Ken Olsen
Ces Pete Kevinena

deck Smith

We would like to reise the U.K. content of PDP8/] and PDP~9 thet they
get to be approved as English-made computers. Will yeu find ow what integrated
elrevits ore evelleble in England (os U.K.~made). § would like te consider buying
them there, thipping them here, putting them in modules, testing them, and then
shipping them beck. {think this wovid give them sasugh rontent thet they would
be considered U.K. We con do the same with memories.

just get the promise from manufacturers thet efter so many manthe they
would del ver, this the U.K. list, M manufacturers don't produce,vs on

con sili vee Americen items.

Ken
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ill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: SPECULATION ORDERS IN GERMANY

Mike Ford FROM: ken Olsen
Nick Mexzarese

DATE:

TO:

Gerry Moore would like to have ten PDP-8/1's, two PDOP-8/S's, one PDP-9, and
@ LINC-I sliting in Germany on speculation so that people can buy them with thelr

year-end money. i'm not suggesting that you send these machines over on my say

so, but you might discuss It with him. You might use this a way to get rid of

more POP-8's and PDP~3/S's.

Ken
ecc
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1 INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: SCHEDULE FOR INTEGRATING OPTIONS FOR POP-8/1 AND GOING TO
POSITIVE BUS

TO: Mike Ford FROM: Ken Olsen
Nick Mazzarese

WII you publish the schedule for Integrating the options for the PDP-8/1 and golng
to a positive bus. tf you planning never to do this, it might be good to say that

also. if you don't want fo publish this for some reason, will you let me know what

the answer Is.

Ken
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dl ilgl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: POTENTIAL MARKEY OF THE UNC-

TO: Mert Rudermon Ken OlsenFROM:
Dick Clayton
Win Hindle

We ere toying with the idee of darting several computer projects. One of
these would be « cheap PDP-@, enother a cheep a
POP-9, end two others. Vie cbvieusly con't do all of them, and hove te
pick between those that most promising. | wevid like te LINC -1
end compare lt with this whole list of aew potentiel computers.

Will you prepere @ report end discussion session this sametime
over your lotest thoughts the potential morke? of the LINC 1. 1 get the feeling
in Europe that they ere interested in inexpensive, straightforward computers than
they with those with special features, PDP-X LINC-t.

ae we Gan go

the

Ken
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: TELETYPE MESSAGES

To: Stan Glen wen GlsenFROM:
Al Devault
Ted Johneen

deon-Cleude would like te Teletype elf orders to Maynerd right from his office. Now
{ think the official system Is to send them all to UK and they send them to us from there,
Therefore, dey delivery results in ectvel delivery of three, few five weeks. |

would suggest that you develop « policy on this to make sure everyone is happy.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 13, 1968

SUBJECT: A THOUSAND COMPUTERS FOR SLUMBERGER

TO: Mike Ford FROM: Ken Clsen
Nick Mazzerese

Slumberger wants a thousand computers to put In thelr thousand trailers. They are

one of our competitors, but they dan't have anything the price of the PDP-8/S. They
claim they have to operate In temperature ranges 0 - 65° C, and be rugged enough to

run In the trucks. This sounds like a good application for a militerized, cheap 8.

Ken
ecc :
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ February 13, 1968DATE:

SUBUECT: PERIPHERAL TRAINING CLASSES FOR OEM CUSTOMERS

Operations Committee FROM: "Ken Olsen

One of the complaints from Europe is that we do not have training classes on

peripherals for our OEM customers. They would like to know why, because it

TO:

would be very important for our customers to know the peripherals as well as we

do. n we wouldn't have to have field service men through all the backwoods

parts of Europe.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE:

Feoruery i4, i968
SUBJECT:

VIBRATION AND TEMPERATURE SPECIFICATIONS ON THE DISC

TO: FROM:
Mike Foard Ken Olsen
Nick Mezserese

CERCI, who Is one of our best customers In France, Is diseppointed we don't have

any vibretion end temparature specifications on our dic. Vill you let Jean-Cloude
know what we cen give them in the way of specificetions, when we con give them.

A possibility is ta loen them a disc they con work out the test end then give the

results,

Kea
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 14, 1968

SUBJECT: PDP-8/I AND PDP-9 ON U. K. LIST

TO: John Leng FROM: "Ken Olsen

| would like to see you work very hard to get the PDP-8/I and PDP-9 on the U. K.
list. Will you look into integrated circuits and memories for the 8/1 and 9. Then

we'll see what content we can add by using those in our normal production. We can

then ship the panels on to you in Reading (these would be all tested), where you can

put them in cabinets, make your own cables, and wire your own console. You might
wire CP panels also.
Let's set a date on which we are able to have these considered U. K. computers.
think a good date is the middle of May at the IEA Show.

Ken

ecc
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dl ilgl Al INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: Febswery 14, iod

SUBJECT: EUROPEAN ENTERPRISES DEVELGPMENT COMPANY

TO: FROM: "Ken Olenpotations Comnlitee

On Thurdey, March 7, EED ts having thelr Board of Direct..' meeting in Boston.

They now plan to visit DEC at 3:00 In the afternoon. ft would be worthwhile If a

number of the paration Committes members were avallable to show them around

tho plant, we mey even want to invite them out fo dinner that night because |

think these are peuple whe ore worth getting te know new that Europe is getting to
be 10 Important te us.

@ Ken
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dl ill ital INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 4, 1968

SUBJECT: CERCE POPH-9's

TO: Jim Murphy FROM: Ken Olsen
John Jones

CERCI (in France) criticized our software on the POP-9 as not being sultable far process
control. They hove postponed orders for PDP-9's, and it would be worth showing some

interest In this to encourage them because they are very successful in applying our

PDP-8's In Europe.

Kaen

ecc
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MWA Hue Art cae the
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

@ February 14, 1968

SUBJECT: PROGRAMMER FROM CERCI TO PROGRAM PDP-10

DATE:

TO: Win Hindle FROM: LKen Olsen

I visited CERCI, who Is one of our best customers In France, and they requested that

we allow one of their programmers to work with us in programming the PDP~i0 so he

could become expert. | told them that we encourage this, and that we would get in

touch with them to work out a system of how they could do this. Will you clarify
your thinking on this and then contact Jean-Claude to tell him how we would like to

hondle it.

Ken

@ ™
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 14, 1968

SUBJECT: CERCEINGURIES ON THE POP-8

+o: Mike Ford cnom: Ken Olsen
Nick Mexzzorese

CERCI (In France) ls diseppointed that they heave gotten no answer to thelr Inquiries

on tolerance to frequency veriations on the PDP-8. The problem they run Into is whea

the Teletype slows the & still goes at the same yeod. They lose bits ot

22 cycles. vill you contect Jean-Cleude end find out what we should do to at least

give them good Information.

Ken
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ February 14, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: INSPECTION STANDARDS

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: Olsen

At one of your Manufacturing meetings, | would like to have you discuss how standards

are set for Inspection. have the feeling that, in time, Inspectors get more and more

careful when there are no standards set. { worry particularly about things like chromo-

coating, painting, and cadmium plating. If the standards improve through the years,
in time we will ask for perfection.

| want good looking equipment, done in a professional way, and I'm not saying we should

turn out junk. {am just saying that we should somehow spell this out for the Inspectors
to they don't have the obligation for making their own rules.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 14, 1968

SUBJECT: SEMINARS AT MIT

TO: Nick Mazzarese Ken OlsenFROM:

In the latest EDP Weekly, it says that MIT Is running seminars every Wednesday
afternoon on "computers in education. Maybe we should get an Invitation to send

someone there.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 14, 1968

SUBJECT:

TO: John Trebendis FROM: Ken Olsen

It is probably too late now because | think we have sold all the equipment, but will
you look to see if one of Tom Stockebrand's long ovens would be good to use for baking
silk screened panels so they could be quick-dried to allow fast production.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE:

SUBJECT: YOUR PLANNED TRIP TO EUROPE

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: (Ken Olsen

If you're going to Europe in the next few weeks, you might do it the first week in

April. tf you do, you can sit In on the District Sales Managers' meeting, and also

attend the Components Show In Paris which is scheduled from the Ist to the 6th. If

you took one of the English production people with you to Paris, it would give you a

chance to be with him a couple days and maybe influence him in the way you couldn't

do just by visiting the U.K.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ February 14, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: BADGES

TO: Win Hindle Ken OlsenFROM:

For years now, It seems that people have been proposing to me obvious solutions

to the terrible bottleneck of getting badges. Each time | thought we were working
out these solutions, but we never seemed to break the bottleneck.

Will you, at one of the Personnel Committee meetings, be sure we have the

responsibility of this defined so we can get this trivial problem solved. We should

get instant service on badges, and we shouldn't have four or five departments involved.

Ken

e ace
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 15, 1968

SUBJECT: PLANT VISITORS

TO: Operations Committee FROM: Ken Olsen

When I'm out traveling, I'm surprised to find out how many very senior people we
have visit the plant. | think we should develop a system in which we can be a ittle
more polite to these visitors by having the right people meet them.

Maybe one way we can do this Is to have a visitors' list published each week, or
have everyone who Is having significant visitors send a note to each of the Operations
Committee members. Then we can get together and at least have coffee with them.
We might even hire a retired person to be our professional visitor overseer.

@ Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February i9, 1968

SUBJECT: WHEN TO MAKE SPECIAL CABINETS AND WHEN TO ADD SRACKETS
AND THREADED BUSHINGS ON STANDARD CABINETS

TO: Den Sulliven FROM: "Ken Oleen
Ges Pete Kaufmann

John Trebendis

As part of your program of reviewing manufactured perts te see hew they be
done less expensively, will you consider the question of when should make special
cabinets end when should add brackets and threaded bushings dtenderd cabinets.

Everyone agrees that it is good te the stenderd part all over, end everyone
tends to the cabinet; however, | suspect thet probebly pushed this tee fer.
We have holes and threaded bushings each cabinet by the dozens thet

edd brackets when went to. The result is that the cabinets very exponive
and inventory infinite number of odds and ends of brackets.

WHE you tonsider the peuthility nf welding the bracket befere the cabinet
painted. This is probably enly practical when weld the cabinets in aw COR shap.
For these cabinets which in high production, they weuld need hold
them, but for these that in low quantity, they could prebebly clomp the bracket
by spotwelding.

Kea
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 19, 1968

SUBJECT: NEW SYSTEM FOR QUALITY CONTROL

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: 'Ken Olsen

As | wander around the plant, | keep finding things that are being reworked or

thrown away because Quallty Control has rejected them. | would like to develop
a new system of quality control where there is an immediate mediator that will
mediate conflicts between the foreman and Quality Control. { would like It so

that many of the decisions get challenged right away because these cost us a
fortune. want the highest quality equipment and the best looking, but a few

streaks on chromocoating and a few blank holes In sheet metal don't hurt at all in
some cases.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Febtvary 19, i968

SUBJECT: PLASTIC-CLAD METAL FOR PANELS UNDER CONSOLES

TO:
Ces

Loren Prentice FROM: Vien Oleen
dim Jordan
Den Sulliven

i have asked Stan Olen end John Jones te consider redesigning the pewer supply for
the POP 9 to Wee One large cadmium 'pleted stect pans! Instead of the two wssembllas

wee. i'm this would make @ much necter locking assembly, end t wevid
alse be a et less expentive end easier to maintain.

At the same time, | osked them te consider redoing the kickplete under the console.
This is pointed,with « stoinies steel | suggested that, Instead, they
make this kickplete a simple design ovt of plesdtic-clad steel eluminum. weuid
then be unnecesary te put the deel plate on, and ke would net have te be
pelated. This panel would fit right the power supply and weuid eliminate much of
the brackets and ether sheet motel we ROW have undernesth the 9.

it.

Wl yeu consider using plestic-cled metal for the whole pene! under ali the coneles
make. This will evold painting end the stainless deel kickplete.

practically sculf-preof and be readily washed off with « demp cloth,

0 make the power supply « steel panel, it fits console witheut
any special if we eliminate the eluminum trim drip the
bettem,we might be sble te include hrechets the power supply thet will allow this

brackets.
we

panel te he simply hung in plece with (er just two ecrews).

Ken
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:INTEROFFICE :

February 19, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH OUR PRODUCTION PEOPLE

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: ven Olsen

It was interesting to see that Ford has hired a president who is a "dirt under the finger-
nails type manufacturing man." Ford has revolutionized their own company and signifi-
cantly influenced the rest of the industry, including the Department of Defense, by their
whiz kids who are financial and planning type experts. It seems that they now feel the
need for leadership which is close to the shop.

| fear that as we get to be more professional in our controls and planning, we tend to
lose touch with our shops. We still have a lot of dirt under the nails people, but I'm
afraid they are embarrassed about this and try to act the part of the global planner.

Here are a few things that worry me. Each one isn't important in itself, but there might
be some symptoms of some dangers we might get into as we develop professionalism and
expertise in our manufacturing. First, our metal shops have had very poor morale and
very poor workmanship, but we did just like the book suggests and took care of the most

important problems first, which meant the metal shops never got taken care of.

Our PDP-8/S production line wasn't important and we were getting out more than we
needed. The morale degenerated, and we didn't even know when the head man there
was out looking for another job.

My feeling as | walk through the PDP-8 production line, is that some of the new technicians
are sullen, uncompany-minded, and we're too busy to ever get around to making them
Company-minded.

Our power supply production group is a happly little club with a lot of enthusiasm, with
very hard working and faithful girls who are really quite efficient. We tend to view them
as a pawn to be moved around the world, and that can be made more efficient by putting
them in an area with better material flow characteristics. No one listens to the girls'
frustrations, or the frustrations of the foreman, which interestingly come about largely
because of difficulties in getting the job done in the quality and rate they would like to
accomplish. They are very frustrated when parts aren't ordered in time and they can't get
the work out, or if things are done wrong in Canada and have to be reworked here. A lot
of the girls live in the Marlboro area and hear of the possibility of getting $2.10 an hour
closer to home, so they are seriously considering working at RCA. These girls do worry
about pay. They feel they work harder than those in the module area and are paid less
because they are not in the main swing. The Mothers' shifts also worry that if they leave
for the summer they will have to come back again at the base rate.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Pete Kaufmann - 2 - February 19, 1968

| do worry as we do our global planning. We may lose the biggest asset we have, which
is people whose main motivation and satisfaction in life is to get the stuff out the door. If
we don't appreciate this, and if we don't listen to their problems because they are insignifi-cant compared to our planning, I'm afraid we may become an RCA.

Ken Olsen

ecc



am ie it INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 20, 1968

SUBUECT: TU79 DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE

TO:
ces

Bob Antonuccio FROM: "gen Olsen
Win Hindle
Bob Savell
Joe Sutton

For a number of months when we were considering whether to continue the TU 79 project
or not, one of the arguments was that we couldn't get it into small production soon

enough to take care of the needs of the PDP-10 group. There is serious doubt now as to
whether this can be done, and so we ought to review the plans and budget for the TU79.
As you prepare your report, will you try to develop attitudes to be helpful in making
this review.

Here are the questions we are going to have to consider:

1. Can we possibly make enough TU 79's immediately to take care of the PDP-10 needs?

2. If we have to go to the Datamec 3030 and incorporate it in our product line, should
we drop the TU79 and stick with the 3030?

3. If we decide to continue working on the TU79, should we continue our present
course of "darn the cost, full steam ahead," or should we now make all the obvious
cost reduction and simplication moves that we know about?

The important thing to realize is that we set about in the present course with the assumption
that we wouldn't meet the 10 needs. Now that we may not make the 10 needs, we have
to review the initial assumptions.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 20, 1968

SUBJECT: CABINET FOR CHEAP PDP-9

TO:
ccs:

John Jones FROM: fen Olsen
Loren Prentice
Joe St. Amour
Pete Kaufmann
Stan Olsen

We are well underway toward the design of a new line of standardized cabinets for the
Company. think these will make a significant cost saving (even more than what people
are now anticipating). We're going to take time to be sure the cabinets are interchange-
able and consistent, and that the line will last for many years.

You may want to volunteer to try out the first cabinet on your cheap PDP-9. This would
force us Into starting production on the cabinets and make short some delays which ore
involved.

There are a number of features in this cabinet which will save a lot of money. First of
all, it is basically a lot less expensive, and secondly, | think we save a lot in cooling
In the PDP-9 and it makes a much nicer unit. We are planning to divide the cooling
into two parts In our new cabinets. First of all, we will force flushing air through the
cabinet from fans in the top out through a large opening in the bottom. Secondly, we
have small fans throughout the system to make sure this flushing air goes through all the
units that need them. In the 9, we would then have two large fans in the top which very
readily change disposable furnace type air filters. Then, in the electronics, instead of
having the elaborate filtering, ducting and holes in the back door type system, we would
simply have a row of muffin fans which would take this clean air from within the cabinet
and blow it along the modules. We would save quite a bit of room, and so it might be
possible to have fans blowing on one side and sucking out the other to make efficient
cooling of the modules.

As we are considering making some of the parts of the PDP-9 more cheaply, It might be
worth combining this with the new cabinet.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 20, 1968

SUBJECT: SILK SCREENING PANELS FOR OUR COMPUTERS

TO: Loren Prentice FROM: Ken Olsen

John Trebendis is working hard to stlk screen panels for our computers. Will you
talk with him about the possibility of using glass panels instead of plexiglass; this may
make some of the operations easier.

I think we originally used dull finished glass, which | don't think John knows about.
If it ts readily available, this might solve some of his problems.

Will you also look at the design we have. We may be able to change the design to
make it easier to do the silk screening.

Ken
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{a fig INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMa

DATE: February 20, 1968

NEW APPROACH TO COOLING CABINETSSUBJECT:

TO:
ces

Tom Stockebrand FROM: 'ken Olsen
Loren Prentice
Joe St. Amour
Pete Kaufmann

| have been pushing very hard for a new approach to cooling cabinets. Because | have
been pushing so hard, I'm afraid that people may be reluctant to challenge me if my logic
and arithmetic are wrong. You have been playing with calculus, slide rules, and hand-
books lately, and you might be able to check my logic and calculations. | hate to admit
to my kids that | can no longer do simple physics problems, but | can't afford that pride at
work, so don't be embarrassed to mention where my decimal point might be wrong.

| propose that, in our new cabinets, we divide the cooling problem into two separate cases.
First of all, we have to get enough air into the cabinet to flush out all the heat. Secondly,
we should move the air around within the cabinet to make sure there are no hot spots. |

think it is too difficult to do this all with one set of fans, and | suggest that, instead, we
standardize on one set of flushing fans to cool all the heat that we ever want in the cabinet.
Then, on each piece of equipment, include whatever is needed to move the air within that
piece of equipment. This way, we have standard fans and filtering on all cabinets, and,
internally, we have smaller, simple fans so we don't need any filtering.

| propose that we blow air in from the top, and that we have a simple home furnace air
filter resting on the top so that it can be lifted off and replaced by someone simply walking
by the cabinet. This way, we take clean air in from the top and blow it out the bottom.
This sure beats sucking it in from the bottom where all the janitors' sweeping disappears
every time he pushes a broom past the computer cabinet. It also simplifies the cabling; we
have a big opening on the bottom now and the cables go in and out the opening without any,
trouble. When we are sucking air in from the bottom, we have to put gaskets around the
cable, which is a real chore.

Everybody likes the argument so far, except that they feel it is immoral or unwise to fight
nature by blowing air in from the top. It seems to me, intuitively and by my calculations,
that mother nature doesn't care very much because she doesn't fight very hard against this.
Here are the mathematics that | would like to have you check for me.

Rotron, Inc., claims that the change in temperature within the cabinet allows the following
formula: 3170

T-crM KW

CFM is the amount of flushing air put through the cabinet, and KW is the power dissipated
in the cabinet. One of our caravel fans puts out about 300 CFM at 0.12 inches of water
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New Approach to Cooling Cabinets - 2 - February 20, 1968

back pressure. It seems to me that with about t one KW dissipated in a cabinet, and one
caravel fan, there is a temperature rise of 10°. Two KW and two caravel fans will give
us the same temperature rise.

The next question is, how many inches of water back pressure does the hot air in the
cabinet push against the fan? The density of air follows the following formula:

1.325 in. hg.
459.7+ TOF.

At 70°, the density is 0.075 pounds per cubic foot. The difference in density between
. outside air and inside air 10° higher than that outside will, | think, be pushing up against
its top six times this number, or 0.007 pounds per square foot, or 5x10 pounds per square
inch. One inch of water is equal to 0.0361 pounds per square inch, which sounds about
right because water barometers are about 33 feet high. Using this factor, we then come up
with a back pressure of about 0.0014 inches of water, which is negligible compared to the
loss due to the filters and obstructions and the air flow.

If my calculations are right within a factor of 10, then it costs us a negligible amount to
blow the air this way.

Ken Olsen

ece



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 21, 1968

SUBJECT: LINE PRINTER DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE

TO: Bob Savell FROM: en Olsen

We are scheduled to have a checkpoint on the line printer schedule soon. Will you
select a design review committee that we can commission before that time, with the

task of telling us whether we should continue with our program or not. The people |

would suggest for this committee are Loren Prentice, Joe St. Amour, and Tom

Stockebrand.

Ken

@ ece
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 23, 1948

SUBJECT: SUBCONTRACT WORK FOR ED HARWOOD

TO: Pete Koufmann FROM: \Ken Olsen
Henry Crouse

Ed Harwood came to visit me on Friday, February 23, with the request that we consider
him for subcontract work, Data Technology, the company he went with, felt they had
production problems, but Ed got the production out, and now they discover they don't
have a product. While walting for a product, Ed would Ike to use his facilities.

They have almost 2,000 feet of space which they rent for $1.30a foot from fonics (which
is behind Hyperion Company) In Watertown. They have about 70 employees, of which
about 30 are production people; they have ten girls and one boy assemblers, six in the
machine shop, three testers, one silk screener, one In etching and plating, and a part-
time night shift of moonlighters that make the total of 30.

in December Ed shipped $100,000 worth of equipment, In January $76,000, and in
February $75,000, but now he Is running out of backlog.

| told Ed at one time that we wouldn't give subcontract work to former employees until
they had been away for a year. Right now I can't remember what | was thinking about,

| leave the decision up to you.

Ken

ecc
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el if INTERQFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 26, 1968

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF POWER SUPPLY FUNCTIONS

TO: Dick Best FROM: Olsen
John Jones
Stan Olsen :

George Gerelds

The PDP=9 is a key part of our product line, and we plan to make an integrated circuit
version of it. t important, however, that we keep this going as a product until the
PDP-9/I comes out. We are making a concentrated effort to come out with a cheap 9
immediately. Part of this is going to be an inexpensive cabinet and a less expensive
power supply.

iS

:

The power supply now is made in two identical pieces, all enclosed with rather elaborate
mounting hardware. | am proposing that we make one simple, open power supply ina
steel panel very much like we did on the PDP-8/I. We have very good ideas on how to
do this, and I'm sure it will make a much nicer looking unit at a small fraction of the
cost. Before we do this, | would like to have you evaluate each of the functions of the
power supply to see which ones can be eliminated.

Because there are two identical units, some things are done twice but are only used once
and, of course, can be left out.

We now have relay in both power supplies. It would seem to me that we can get by with
just one relay. | would also guess that we could optimize the size resistors we use to
bleed off current from the supplies. One 4 or 5 ohm across 15 volt might be cheaper than
four 15 ohm resistors.

I have asked some of the field service technicians who are practicing on the PDP-9 to
measure the currents in the hum level on each voltage. This is not easy because they will
have to measure the central processor in each of the options in order to get the total current.
| suspect that when this is done we will find that some of the voltages are overloaded and
some are underloaded. Now that we are redesigning it, we should definitely optimize
each of them.

There are a number of functions of the power control panel which should be evaluated now
to see if we really want them.

| am proposing that we design the marginal check supply into the power supply. in order
to marginal check, someone has to go around to the back and operate the switches, and

two-man operation anyway.
he could, at the same time, go around to the back and operate the knob. It is really a
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Evaluation of Power Supply Functions - 2 - February 26, 1968'

We originally designed the unit for 20 amp circuit breakers, but they keep blowing, so
we're now putting in larger ones. | would like to have you look into this immediately
and give your recommendations so that we can get underway with a new supply design.

Ken Olsen :

ecc :
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Al INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Februcry 27, 1968

SUBJECT: LINE PRINTER

TO:
CGs

Dick Best FROM: Ken Olsen
Menno Koning

A company, who wants to keep very secret, has approached me with the idea of
buying the rights to thelr line printer. We saw It operate; it is very quiet and nice
in many ways. it hos only three problens that we know of, First of all, it stinks,
secondly, the paper Is expensive, and thirdly, no carbon copies are avalleble,
although It does Xerox weil.

t have the Instruction book. Will you look af the elctronics and tell me how expensive
you think It would be to do the electronics part. fam Interested in considering this
unit.

it Is Interesting to note that If we take the shuttle mechanism and the paper motion
mechanism from our present line printer, we could put a 7-dot writing head on the
shuttle and have a printer of this type. This would allow us to have two printers with
the same basic mechanism, but one a lot less expensive than the others.

Ken
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 27, 1968

SUBJECT: FORMER EMPLOYEES OF MITRE TO START NEW COMPANY

TO: Nick Mazzarese FROM: 7Ken Olsen
Mike Ford

Ed Harwood told of « couple who left Mitre to start a new company to

make small computers. He thought they looking for $20 million to start thelr

business. He sald it written up in the Herald last week. Do you know anything
about it?

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: February 27, 1968

SUBJECT: POSITIVE BUS SCHEDULE

TO: Nick Mazzarese FROM: Ken Olsen
ces Mike Ford

I think It would be @ good idea If Mike published his plans for the positive bus

schedule in the "Sales Newsletter.
Poul Scriven gave me a report on why the character generator is not in the price
list.

Ken

ece
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jij} INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 27, 1968

SUBJECT: JOB FOR NEW SILK SCREENING MAN

TO: Harry Mann FROM: Ken Olsen
Al Hanson

We now have a man working for John Trebendis doing silk screening. He will make
a real contribution to our products, but will end up with a surplus of time. | suggest
that you lay out a number of moss produced signs that you would like to have him
moke. These will be very inexpensive if he «nas them as fill-in jobs. Vie have some
rather homemade looking signs for our men's and ladies rooms (and this sort of thing).

He might also make the signs that we use to label the posts throughout the plant.

Sometimes It is worthwhile to silk screen even one-of-a-kind signs like we're thinking
of putting on the Thompson Street side of the building. He might use cut film for these
because they will be rather large. He may also want to make lorge wooden frames
using silk rather than the small, precise screens which he would normally use.

Ken

ecc
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: A archi, 96

SUBJECT: PACKAGING FOR CHEAP COMPUTERS

TO: Nick A'azzarese FROM:
Stan olsen

: t

As we lay out our new computers, let's try to fit them into presently designed
packaging. I belleve we can make large boards rather easily now if we tack
integrated circuits on the surface, and with this freeaom we can force computers
Into present packaging.

J think we can put the cheap PDP~8/1}, and even a new POP-8/I, In a POP-3/S
package, which is probably our least expensive way of doing things.

he could put the cheap PDP-9 Into an 8 frame if we made it one socket deeper
and one socket higher. Ve could hang this upside down from the level of the top
of the console and have room for power supply underneath. Cne wing would be
the same as the present .entral processor, and the other wing the same as the in/out
frame. The memory could then be mounted at the reer or In panels above.

The new PDP-9/I probably should be mounted In either the 8/'I or frame. Ve
could start out by trying the 8/5.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Merch 1, 1968

SUBJECT: UGHT PEN

TO: Klaus Piehler FROM: Ken Olen
Nick Mensarese
Pat Greens

Enclosed ts collection of Itterature and samples fer development of « light pen.
There samples of Dupent's Corfen light pipe, end literature end samples of miniature
photo diodes end ghote transistors,

There twe general approaches ta light pens. One ts fiber optics, end the other Is
miniature photo-vensitive device. & fo that the photosensitive semicenducters

ete tee slow, ard so the fiber optics ere beet. (Vie should leek of whet others we.)
On the ether end of fther optics light pen, have been wing « phote multiplier,
but it would be a let easier to we OF ges phote tubs.

One of the difficult problems ts the ectusting switch, Vie could build « switch Info the
pen bring wives tn peretiel with the light pipe.

We could cut the sheath the light pipe and form el! the fibers out ln a line, pot them
tn epeny, then ut through the epory pest tha fbess. Vie could then pul « shutter inte
this thet would need very little throw te interrupt the light.

A alcer switch fe te make « pen with twometal parts. When the finger is touched against
@ ting, the conduction from the body ef the pen te the ring ectuates the pen. This would
need wires in pereliel with the light pipe. fupent might inchale the wires in their
sheath, might put o sheath tep of the pipe end wires.

f get o phete coll thet Is fester, could build ft with low Impedance thet
is not necemary. Our firet light pen hed amplifier built In and weed enly two

wires. The wires brought the DC inte the amplifier end the AC out. Thiswas written
up in mgazine in ebow 1957.

# is Ftimportant that the tip of the light pen be pointed people whet they're

Wt is reasonably directional as 1 comet.
of. With the light pipe, 1 may not be necessary to build « lens the end be

Ken

eee
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
March 8, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: TEMPORARY BADGES

Al Hanson FROM: Ken OlsenTO:

| like the idea of using temporary stick-on badges. Here are the ideas we discussed
today as part of the system to use them.

The visitor or employee should fill out the badges themselves to avoid tying up the
guard or receptionist. When badges are given to the visitor or employee, they should
be fastened to a file card so that all desirable information will be placed on the file
card as well as the badge.

At the end of each day, the file cards should be placed in an envelope and filed by
day. There is no need to sort them alphabetically unless we want to see which employees
forget their badges most often.

| would like to see a large rubber date stamp used to date each badge. The guard or
receptionist could stamp and fasten badges to file cards during their slow periods.

Ken

ecc
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dl ill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
March 8, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: SELLING PHYSICS EQUIPMENT TO SCHOOLS

TO: Stan Olsen FROM: Vien Olsen

Dorothy Rowe says that a friend of ARD's, Paul Grendal, from the Airling Company

(not sure of the spelling) in Cambridge, sells physics equipment to schools. Dorothy

will arrange to have you meet him If you would like to know how to sell to schools.

Ken

ecc
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dlill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ March 8, 1968

SUBJECT: RESTRUCTING OF PERSONNEL COMMITTEE

DATE:

To: Win Hindle Bob.Dil FROM: 'Ken Olsen
Bob Lassen Larry Portner
Jack Shields Paul Chambers
Cy Kendrick Jim Myers
Jack Smith Bill Farnham
Ron Smart Al Hanson
Ed Schwartz Bill Long

in line with our philosophy of changing the structure of DEC committees from time to
time, the Personnel Committee membership has been restructured by the Operations
Committee as follows:

Win Hindle, Chairman
Bob Lassen
Jack Shields
Cy Kendrick

Ed Schwartz
Bob Diil
Larry Portner

Jack Smith
Ron Smart

To the previous Personnel Committee members who have been participating for the past
year, our thanks for all your efforts. We have been very pleased by the contributions
this Committee has made.

Ken

ecc

cc: Graydon Thayer
Dimitr! Dimancesco
Pete Kaufmann
Henry Crouse
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dl ill INTEROFFICE
March 12, 1968

SUBJECT: General ilectric Tempo

TO:
eee

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

Gene Whoa FROM: Ken Olea
Wick Mezzerese
Ted Johnson

De. Horry P. Kremer, Past Office Drewer 2, of Generel Electric Tempo, Sante
Barbora, Californie 93102, called to tell me about o character recognition system
they hove developed. He wes a PDP-8 and light pen display, makes a theusand of
each character, and can read 20 cheracters per second. This work Is developed on
the 0. A. funds of Tempo.

He is golng to be in this in March, ond would like te demonstrate the system to
me. imentioned, however, that | plon to be In Callfornlc during the next couple
months and will probably stop ia to visit him.

you have someone visit him soon to develop an ideo of whether the system Is
worthwhile ond whether they are offering tha system for us to exploit commercially.
These are Government funds and the work may belong to tha public domain or te G.E.
He ls very definitely academically inclined.

He asked If had any equipment to lock the choracters o printed page thet he
mey in his system. | suggested that he call John Busby at Opticel Scenning.

He seys that 'vestinghouse hes o POP-S-driven TV camera which he would Ilke to use
for his project bit Is not able to afford it.

Ken

MEMORANDUM
DATE:



dl INTEROFFICE MEMORAND LIM

@ March 13, 1968

SUBJECT: PDP-10 ADVERTISING

DATE:

TO: Win Hindle Ken Olsen
Bob Savell

FROM:

Should we print a large number of reprints of Gordon Bell's article on time-sharing
from "Computer Design" magazine ond use them as advertising pieces for our PDP-10?

Ken
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MEMORA! a a
DATE: March 26, 1968

SUBJECT : XEROX

Stan Olsen "den OlsenTO: FROM:
Nick Mazzarese
Ered Gould
dokn Cohen
Rod Belden

On March 21, Carey Dobbs and: Dr. George White of Xerox visited me to discuss their
need for small computers in a machine they hope to make in large quantity.

L told them about the PDP-X and thai t would be
rade up of several identicai machines doing different activities. They liked this idea
and would like to pursue it in tne furure. They would like a specially-designed, 16-bit
computer, of which they will use€ severa! in this system.

When they were here in December,

They looked at all the sma l computers and decided to buy a 516 to experiment with.
From this they hope to define tne exact soeeds for their machines. At one time they had
settled on the 620, but now have dropped it.

| wonder why they didn't evaiuate us more carefully. Some people suspect that the poor
field service' we've given on their PDP-8 and IBM Transport during the last year has
encouraged them to ruie us oul.

told them that we would be interested in building this machine for them, and that we
wou: d work with thern while they are designing it. [ marched them around through our

quantity, cheap machine.
facilities to encouracae them to believe thay we are fh ly ones that can make alarge

wonr Coher is going to visit them this week to evaluate their ideas, and, hopefully,
discourage the purchase of a 516. if they would start off with one of our computers, we
wou.d be a lot closer to them curing their evaluation period.

They're talking about an initial order of 20 machines, and in the future would want one
to several thousand machines a year.

Ken

ecc
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ME iMORAN
@ DATE: Maren 26, 1968

SUBJECT: E SHOW

TO: Operations Committee Members FROM: "en Olsen
Marketing Committee Members
Roy Gouid

In1my opinion, the [EEE Show is the most important show to the Company. We have a
strong tendency to go to the computer snows and consider them most important because
that is where we show off 40 our competitors. This satisfies a very important psychoiogical
need because all the competition spends a fortune there doing tremendous inings,
and we feel we have to co something to them.

aa

However, our customers go to Show. nvery single customer we have probabiy
ends uo at either or WESCON The electronic doctors, the electronic psychologisis
the electronic physicisis, and especially all the engineers and technicians, go to this
Show, but i wouldn't think too many of them go to the computer shows.

if you agree that this is true, i think we should put more emphasis on the IEEE Show ana
maybe less interest in the comouter shows. When | walked by our booth | didn't at ali

a *celing as to what our products are. There was a very tiny display of modules (as
if we are only in them halfheartedly), when other booths really got the idea across that
they're in the module business. We had a smali computer there demonstrating something,
but only two or taree pecple couid see if.

a

We did have some effective girls pushing out our books. | like young, sweet looking
girls, however, and think we should look the giris over well before the shows to get
the kind we want. !t might be impossible to get sweet, young, innocent looking hustlers,
but it is worth some effort getting the right girls.

would like to suggest that we consider having a row of booths on each side of the aisle
with a carpet berween them, and really put emphasis on each of our key producis. We
should load the booth down with computers, with maybe everything except the PDP-10
(and we might even want to include a 10). Above all, people should know what business
we're in. I'm afraid they didn't get this idea from the sort of halfhearted approach we
pur in THe IEEE

We should have a sign on the end of our booth so that people can tell the name of our
Company while coming down the aisle.

would like to suggest that we buy from Science Associates in Garland, Texas, one
heir large display boards, which, believe, is interfaced toa Teletype. With one of
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8sé display boards, we can cun our computer demonstrations so people can see them
from across tne room. They K very much like the display boards n a stockbroker's
office.

We should work harder to keep our booths ciean. Maybe we should have Bisse! rug
sweepers around to encourage people to keep them clean.

We should lay down the jaw to each of the people manning the booth, even if they are
Fie!d Service technicians, that they be neatly dressed in conservative suits, clean white
shirts, and neckties. We are no longer in a position where we want to look like innocent
young boys from MIT who des computers when we're not taking part in some protest
program.

Ken Olsen

ecc



jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: arch 26, 1968

SUBJECT: REDESIGNED PDP-8/1

TO: Wir Hindle FROM: Ken Olsen
feb Sevell
Joe Sutton

Three months age | created turmell in the PDP-8/! pregram end forced them te

redesign 2. | told them | thought thelr unit was net fit for production end thet they
hed te change thelr mechanical perts. They te werk this, end
t think thelr results « joy te | wish yeu would feok at the @/1 beceuse

leoks like truly prefesionally-done eb, | belleve the simplicity thet resulted

from this effert mode up fer any of the temporury deleys dus te redesign.

Ken
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March 27, 1968DAT :

OT=S ON THE 12M 2420

Wa FROM: Ken Olsen
Bers Savel!
Joe Sutton

1 :

4 ali packnoim

the IEEE Show, IBM showed off their new 2420 Tape Transport, which has a number
for interesting ideas. We should fsel free to cosy any of these ideas because we have
a iicense agreement with them.

it copeared that the wnole front was one large casting. The shock mounts were mount d
horizontally, which seems like a reasonable way to mount them. Suspended our in ene)

was one piece of jig picre, waica cppeared to be ground; this mounted a 4 i tneir tape
guides and was the back piate for both vacuum coiumns.

the two long vacuum co: umns, there two triangular horizontal vacuum
near the tcp so that during the fast start/stop the tape in the large vacuum columns cic
not have to be moved. Tnere was one plate of glass that covered the front of bota vecuum
columns.

tcoe transport was nine and worked at 200 inches per second, at 1600 dits
the Inch. The rewind was inches per second. There was a single capstan drive

with4. a printed circuit motor. The rental price is $1,000 per month, and the sales price
is about $50,000. Ali tne corners had air bearings. Through the whole tape path, only
rae plastic side of the tape touched (except at the head). The head never made coniaci,
exceot when short back andd forth motion was used, because of the film of air over it.
Tnere was no pressure plate that neld the tape against the head, but, instead, there were
vacuum slots on each side of the head.

al
a iw a

The machine was self-threading, and used standard reels that had a special pressure ring
cround the outside to protect if. When the reel was installed and the door closed, a

pin came out and opened this orotecting ring and closed the little hole. Air blew the
tape out this hole as the ree unwound some tape slowly, vacuum jets pulied the tape
through the correct path and thea biew the tape into the pickup reel where vacuum
grabbed T at the hub. This meant very quick, automatic threading. If it didn't succeed,
it rewound and started over again. They have never seen it fail the second time.

> don'ts think we want to make a transport with all these automatic features, but they
i 7 order to make these features work and these cresimplity many Oi rhe

ags we should conside y only had a 90 wrap on their:

a vacuum capstan.an; however, the capstan d

MAYNARD,



The ree] motors were very large, gray motors that looked like they are big enougn jo
two or wees sic) norsepower.

of the vacuum columns had +hree holes at the bottom and three holes at the iop
wr
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nes Wisi 7be reccy for August delivery.

tO, wee ge

Ken Olsen

1ce
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ill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 27, 1968

SUBJECT: MOBIL OIL

TO: Nick Mazzarese FROM: Ken Olsen
Al Alexantan
Howle Painter
Stan Olsen
Dave Denniston

Mr. A. Wacker of Mobil Oil (Communications Group) In New York, called me on
Wednesday, March 27, at 11:15 a.m.

Mobi! Ol! still hasn't forgotten all the trouble they have had with their communications
system which uses o PDP-8, and now they're about ready to shut down because they
can't get tape from us. Surely, there must be a way we can get tape to them. We
have an obligation to our customers who develop a system as important as a 24-hour
day Mobil Oil worldwide communications system.

Mr. Wacker has talked with Howle Painter and Al Alexanian, and they promised 20
tapes to be shipped on the 21s. London hasn't received them yet, and would IIke to
know the flight number they will be arriving on. When they called here they heard
we had shipped all the tapes back to 3M because they were defective.

Why, oh why, does the customer have to call us to find out about shipments that weren't
made?

if our customers are going to call me when they can't figure out a solution to thelr
problems, then | wish our people inside would call me when they can't find an answer
to a problem.

i promised him that Nick would call him back with an answer this afternoon.

Ken

ecc
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7 INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 27, 1968

SUBJECT: RANDOM IDEAS

TO: Horry Mann FROM: Ken Olsen
Al Hanson

1 loeked the hallway between Loren Prentice's office and Tom Stockebrand's new
wire-wrap machine. We could leck all these doors the stalrwell and not hurt any
communication preblems, except for the Machine Shop floor up te Loren's area. This
would solve our security problems very easily in this area, and | feel should go

Perhaps should ask the advice of Loren Prentice just We show
sensitivity to the fact that they are going to have to walk further to get to the Machine
Shop, but then § feel should do It. & also that the girls working in the power
supplies will have to walk through Loren's area, but | don't think thet will do any
herm.

The next time have a floed, | think should try using swimming pools to stop water.
i think @ toy swinuning pool wer a hole in the floor of Buliding 1) would
from ceming up through the hole. We may went to a thin bead of calking compound
to fil in ony small cracks, but, other then thet, @ pool full of water should hold beck
an equivalent amount of water.

think might even get away with heaving « pool of water filling up a doer opening.
An 8-feot poel would probably stop a 6feet doorway very nicely,

i'm that swimming pools would heve been effective of holding in plece the
roof of the culvert alongside Bullding 11.

We might ale get away with using a of swimming pools, overlapping sornewhat, to
make dams. We might ty out this idea by putting four pools in « square and seeing if
Wwe Con hold woter in the middle. if this works, we can buy swimming pools wholesale

stock them for emergency. The beauty of It is, of course, they're light,
have plenty of water avallable af the time, and they're easy to clean afterwards.

During | beth proud and emberromed by housekeeping. We de very
well in areas, and in all look great compared te P.A.C.. Plostics; however,
feel should put emphasis CA OW hoveskeeping habits.

The floor in Building 7 should be ceated to keep the dust down from the cement.
This is a very expensive operation, and keep the filled with dust from the
camernt.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT C ORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Random ideas - 2 - March 27, 1968

Your should be sensitive to sloppy end report them to me or the appropriate
vice-president. Some areas in Bullding 8 have cardboard boxes stacked in large heaps.
This is a much more serious fire hazard than neotly stacked, filled or collapsed boxes.

The housekeeping outside our buildings Is absolutely atrocious. We should try to get
Maynard Industries to clean them up, but, if not, we should do It ourselves. The
courtyard and loading dock wells outside Building 7 are just filthy. The whole court~
yord should be raked, and, in some areas, the ground leveled.

The junk outside Building 5 has been accumulating for years, and looks terrible. WeshouldMaynard Industries cut the brush there the brush Is really much
more attractive than the stubble which exposes all the junk. We should also get Maynard
industries to rake down this area, and, when we make the new path, we should make
sure this area Is cleaned up. iam always embarrassed when visitors look out the window
on the stairwell near Purchasing and Sullding 5.

t hear the janitors found that one of Win's engineers was the one taking the "no parking"
saw horses and throwing them into the woods. They recognized him, but I'm afrald they
didn't do anything about it. Will you be sure that they always report Individuals who
do things like this.

| would ike to a copy of the chart that lays out keys for different parts of the plant.
it Is time we review this system to make sure we have enough different keys to insure
security. | also suggest that the GM keys not be labeled "GM," or any other equivalent
code, but be labeled something tricky like, "auto, "church," boats, or something.
This way, if they are found, it Is unlikely people would guess what they are for.

1 a young fellas leaving in the evening by going down the elevator outside
the Art Department and out by the loading dock. { think they do this a shortcut and

not stealing anything, but they breaking All ways which open but
not legal exits, should be labeled that when find doing it can

point to the sign let them know. have idea that many of supervisors don't
realize that certain openings not to be used exits. We could have silk screen~
ing silk screen some standard signs thet be put these exits.

Ken Olsen



MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 28, 1968

ARTICLE FOR "ON-LINE"

to: Dimitri Dimancesco FROM: Ken Olsen

would like to thank everyone who played a part in protecting Digital during the flood
on March 19th. It was a magnificant display of cooperation and effort on the part of

many people. There was strenuous filling and carrying of sandbags, long tedious wiping
up of water, and many special jobs invoived in the effort with which we are so proud.
in addition, we want to express cocreciation to ali those who stayed with their regular
iobs so that we lost very little production during this dangerous time.

On Sunday afternoon, March 17th, there was just enough water in the Assabet River for

a comfortable canoe ride. By Monday evening, we had received about six inches of

rain, and the water was within a foot of the bank. By Tuesday morning, it was lapping
over the edge, and a few hours later was well over the bank, completely flooding
P.A.C.E. Plastics, and was 18 inches higher than the floor of Building 11.

We were told that in the 1955 hurricane, Raytheon had sandbagged the openings into

vilding 11, but the water came up through the many drains inside the Building so that
it was flooded anyway. We were told that it was hopeless to protect Building 11 and

that we shouldn't bother trying. Building 11 is where the first step in our production of
modules is done, and we were not going to lose that facility without a good fight.

First, we bought all the wax toilet seals in Maynard and used them to close the drains
in the Building with a sheet of plywood and three layers of sandbags. | don't think a

drop of water came through these drains.

We then had two doors to dam. We built a dam across the first one with 2" x 10" planks
and plywood. We couldn't nail to the second door, so we put plywood on each side of
the doorway and filled it with Ready-mix concrete just as the water was reaching the
door. This seemed to harden just in time to keep the door tight.

Meanwhile, we rounded up several! thousand sandbags and 60 pair of boots. All through
the day and well into the night, we filled sandbags. We made a stem across the court-

yard with sandbags and called in six tremendous pumps to pump out the water in this

courtyard to protect the buildings that contain our new plated-through~hole facility, our

sheet metal and machine shops, and our Gardner-Denver wire~wrap machines.

This dam and pumping was so effective that the paving in the courtyard started to burst.

There is a suiceway underneath that opens right to the River, and the pressure of the

River on the paving started to push it up.

Oi EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



for "On-Line" - 2 - March 28, 1968

We uncovered tne sluiceway, waicn, of course, immediately flooded the courtyard.
We then had every abie~bodied man we could get held of carry sandbags to the opening
of the siuiceway. At first it seemed like the sluiceway was a bottomless pit, but, finally,
after several hundred bags, the s uiceway was filled up and we were able to pump out
the courtyard.

Our dam was so good and the pumps were so big, that there wasn't enough leakage through
the dam to keep the pumps busy. The River reached its peak about 4:00 Wednesday
morning, and then started to drop. By Wednesday night it was just a few inches over the
bank, but Building 11 was cleaned and production was running smoothly.

cooperation, enthusiasm (and physical strengfeel we should all be of th), and
competence of our people. We shouid also be p i eased and express our appreciation to
the Town, and to the local contractors, for the help we received during this emergency.

Ken Olsen

ecc



MEMORANDUM:
:

DATE: April 1, 1968

SUBJECT: BOE NG AIRCRAFT COMPANY

cc:

0}

: Stan Olsen FROM: 'Ken Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Jack Shieids

Mre Ee Mz (Mac) Gardner of Boeing Aircraft Company, called me at 12:00 noon, Monday,
April 1, to ask if they could borrow equipment for a demonstration at the Pentagon.

They built a remote business management disp ay system which fles the Boeing pliant into
remote locations, where the status is always immediately available on their program. They
have a relatively small ($150 million) project, called the AGM~70, which they are doing
for the Air Force using this system.

The Air Force is so enthusiastic about this that they would like to have a demonstration in

this, and it will be set up in his desuty's (Mr. FitzGeraia) office.
i Pentagon. The Honorable Mr. Neilson, Secretary of the Air Force, would iike to see

The equipment they are now using is a PD?-7, a dual DECiape, a 340 Display, and a

Character Generator.

They wi set modules from us and build the interface to data phone. They have lined up
she modules through their local sales office. They will supply the 80-man hours necessary

might find this out.
to build the Interface. 1 don't know if they are going to buy or borrow the modules. You

They would like to have a one-week, walk-in type demonstration going continuously the

or ten days.
week before May Ist. This means the equipment has to go to Washington within a week

if we can't supply the equipment, they will tear down their system in Dayton and airlift it
to Washington.

If we can't supply equipment, | would suggest that we offer our Field Service help in making
the move.

I told him we would call back this afternoon or first thing in the morning. His telephone
number is (206) 773-1065. This is direct dial to his office. The back-up number is (206)
773-2044,

The Pentagon has a PDP-8 with a 338 Display, but it will be too much programming to use

this.

we set up a system, we should be sure that our name is very large on the equipment.
iTAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



dl ill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 8, 1968

SUBJECT:

TO: SALES NEWSLETTER FROM: en Olsen

In line with our philosophy of changing the structure of DEC committees from time to

time, the Personnel Committee membership has been restructured by the Operations
Committee as follows:

Win Hindle, Chairman

Bob Lassen

Jack Shields

Cy Kendrick

Jack Smith

Ron Smart

Ed Schwartz

Bob Dill

Larry Portner

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ April 9, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: CORRECT SPELLING OF DISC

To: "Engineering Newsletter" FROM: Ken Olsen
"Sales Newsletter"
Allen Kluchman
Steve Bowers
Technical V-riters

Being conformists at heart, we decided several years ago that we at Digital Equipment

Corporation would spell the word disc with a (not disk), because that is the way 18M

spells it. Please use this spelling in all future literature, etc.

@ Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
April 9, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: NEW MARKETING REVIEW COMMITTEE

TO: Ted Johnson Dave Cotton FROM: Ken Olsen
John Jones Allen Kluchman
Mike Ford Ron Smart
Mort Ruderman Bob Lane
Bob Savell Howie Painter
Al Devault Bill Landis

A new Marketing Review Committee has been formed for the major purpose of reviewing
the plans and progress of marketing functions throughout the Company. Members of this

Committee are:

Ted Johnson (permanent Chairman)
John Jones
Mike Ford
Mort Ruderman
Bob Savell
Al Devault

This Committee will incorporate the role and responsibilities of the former Marketing
Committee.

To the previous Marketing Committee members who have participated in the past, our

thanks for all your efforts.

Ken

ecc
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April 9, 1968

Jack Richardson be bud do of Ma

eo For some time, | have been very concerned about the attitude of people in deep Canada. The next
time you're in Maynard, | would appreciate a ittle of your time to hear your thoughts on the matter.
| know it is the fad throughout the world now to be critical and suspicious of Americans, but | want to
do all we can to disspell this distrust and critical att itude within the DEC organization.

Ever since World War II, the Americans have gotten into the place where they feel it is wrong to

criticize foreigners. The result is that we have set up foreign operations without the feedback necessary
to develop them. The result is that each of our foreign operations, except Australia, are exceedingly
critical of Maynard, but completely forgiving of their own mistakes. Some of our offices feel that because

they are so overworked the fact that they don't answer letters, they don't fill out forms correctly, they
don't take part in formal feedback loops, should all be forgiven because they are overworked. The 2,000
people in Maynard are all lazy, stupidg

idiots conspiring to foul up the foreign operations. If you see any
of this feeling in Canada, | would like to hear your attitudes.

From our Canadian people, | offen sense the feeling of distrust of the sincerity of our people in Maynard.

@ | sometimes think the Canadians feel that because they have inside they know that a marketing plan
is set up to mislead and hurt the customers and therefore refuse to go along with the marketing plan. If

you know of any case where this has really been true, I would like to hear about it.

People are often frustrated in large organizations by things they see that done differently if
they were in charge. Some of our field people feel that if they were in charge of each of the departments
within Maynard they would do them all differently. This is one of the frustrations of life that we have to
live with because no one individual can take responsibility for everything. However, the thing# that
worries me about these frustrations in our distant offices is that the people tend to add these frustrations
to all the actual goof-ups and in their mind take the absolute sum of all these as an indication of how
fouled up and contrary the whole organization is.

I want to have no goof-ups any_where; however, each man runs his own show, and dew' fréstrated
because someone else doesn't do his part right ) I will be happy to give the frustrated one the responsibility

@ particularly when the field people don't understand the details. Can you sort out for me how many real

goof-ups there have been from Maynard and separate these from such complaints as, "if | wes in charge

to do it better, but can't obviously have the field people telling 40 managers how to do their job,

of marketing, | would give comments on all competitors."



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 11, 1968

STANDARD DEC MEMO FORMAT

Ted Johnson FROM: Ken Olsen
Ron Smart
Stan Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Win Hindle
Harry Mann
Pete Kaufmann

| have been recelving a large number of mysterious memos lately without names (of
addressee or dictator) or dates, and not on our standard Digital memo format, which
includes a subject line.

From the content, | would guess they come from your Department, but they might be
espionage from competitors, or even subtle techniques used by product line managers
to persuade sales activities. Without names or dates, however, | have no way of
checking.

Please advise people in your Department to use the standard Company format.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ April 16, 1968DATE:

ENGINEERING COMMITTEESUBJECT:

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: Ken Olsen

The Engineering Committee Is now a going operation!

One of the first things we would like Is a report from the Production Department on
what Is needed to get the various types of products accepted by Production. Some
need a model, some need three models, some need only drawings, and some need
parts lists.

Will you please have someone come to the Engineering Committee on Tuesday, May 7th,
to explain the policy. It would be good if this could be written up and distributed to
the Committee members by Thursday, May 2nd.

Some of the engineers are afrald that procedures are generated on the spur of the
moment, and sometimes projects just die because the procedure wasn't according to

Production Department, and, to reassure people, it would be good to explain to them
your procedure for keeping models and units in case there is ever the possibility we
may want to build them again.

what someone thought it should be. There is also fear that models are lost within the

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 17, 1968

SUBJECT: DEFECTIVE PARTS

TO:

ccs

Henry Crouse FROM: Olsen
John Trebendis

Pete Kaufmann
Vito Augello

On Wednesday, Pete and | walked through the stockroom In Building 8 and sew a
number of scratched panels and large <apacitors in the junk can. The men there told
us that they throw away all panels that are scratched and all capacitors with dents In
them.

1. Will you be sure that we send back all defective parts to the manufacturers.

2. Will you be sure we check our quality standards so that we don't reject things that
are good.

3. Will you set up logs so that all parts that are scratched In process or moving are
recorded. We can't afford to let people feel we don't care.

4. Will you be sure we repaint sheet metal when It is worthwhile to do so.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 17, 1968

SUBJECT: UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

TO: Jack Shields FROM: LKen Olsen
ce: Nick Mazzarese

Stan Olsen
Ted Johnson
Bob Fronk

| received a call at noontime on Wednesday, April 17th, from Professor Burt Hertzog
from the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. His telephone number is: area code 313
764-9423. He was very polite and patient, but had a long list of problems which we
should take care of right away. (if anything, he is much too patient.)

Here is the list of problems as remember them from our telephone conversation; however,
the details may not be accurate.

He has three displays tied to a PDP-7, PDP-9 and a 338. Last June, he had a disc

back to him, but is missing a part. The interim Teletype is not working, and the borrowed
one isn't the same so he isn't sure if the disc is working.

delivered, which he accepted in December, but is still not sure whether it is working.
In December, he sent a Teletype back to Maynard to be repaired, and it was just sent

a

On April 5th, the display went down. On the 87h, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th, a man
worked on it, only to find that the high voltage supply was out and he had no way of
measuring high voltage. He fixed this on Friday, the 12th, and it worked on Saturday
and Sunday. On Monday, the light panel went out, later the power supply went out
again, and it is still not working.

His PDP-9 configuration has been down for five or six weeks. The JMS instruction went
to auto~index instead of 0, and it hasn't been fixed yet.

He has requested second-shift servicing, but hasn't been able to arrange a satisfactory
system for this. Because of the large amount of service necessary, and the nature of
people he has working, he feels it is important that he get second~shift service.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 17, 1968

SUBJECT: BUILDING 1] STOCKROOM

TO: Frank Kalwell FROM: tKen Olsen
ce: Stan Olsen

in the Bullding 11 stockroom, there ore both cardboard boxes and electronic equipment

stored In one stockroom. This gets to be a little messy, and encourages other people to

be messy. | suggest you separate the two and keep them In a Ilttle neater shape.

Ken

ecc
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DATE: April 17, 1968

TO:

ce;

SUB Ect: BUILDING 11 STOCKRCOM

eDan Sullivan olenFROM: Ken
Al Hanson
Pete Kaufmann
Harry Mann

There is a stockroom in Building 11 that seems to have both production equipment and
plant and maintenance equipmen: in it. is a terrible mess, and | think it is because
of the split responsibility. Will you two get together and divide the equipment between
you so you each have your own stockroom.

i think the production equipment should be thrown away or filed neatly. There
are die sets on top of old junk, and other valuabie things mixed up with stuff that should
have been thrown away years ago. wouid like to have the floors kept swept upiso
there. Then maybe other peovie wili show more respect.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 17, 1966

SUBJECT: AFEW MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

TO:
GG:

Bob Savell FROM: Ken Olsen
Vin Hindle

We disbanded the old Engineering Committee and formed a new one. As you know,
we talked of doing this for a long time, but when Tom Stockebrand's memo come out
last week telling of poor attendance, | decided this was the time to move. So, late
Monday we decided to have our first meeting on Tuesday morning.

Throughout the mill, | have been discovering many storerooms or old working places
of the TU-79 group. As have asked to have one cleaned up, a new one swens to pop
up somewhere. Will you make a list for me of all the places In which TU-79 materials
are stored or where work is in process.

When the storeroom in Buliding 4 was cleaned out, mony people were shocked at what
was thrown out. This Included 19-inch relay racks, standard DEC power supplies, and
reusable mounting panels. The word is that this was done with your approval. | have
asked the Engineering Committee to develop a Company attitude on throwing away
material, and | would iike to hear your ideas on what we do with power supplies, 19-
Inch racks, and the like.

1 would Ike to have a list made of al! places where we store parts for the Midwestern
tape transports, and what we plan to do with parts stored in the various sundry places
throughout the mill. If you ore responsible for this, will you have this done. tf you're
not, will you ask the appropriate person to do it for me. {see parts in at least three of
the stockrooms In Buliding 11, and | have an Idea that If we needed service ports we
wouldn't be able to find them.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ April 22, 1968

SUBJECT: PDP-3/S's for NEGRO COLLEGES

DATE:

To: Nick Mazzarese FROM: VKen Olsen
Norm Doelling

On Saturday, April 20, | received a telephone call from Or. Vern Alden, President of
University. He sald thot he is a member of the Institute for Educational Services,

who are helping thirteen Negro colleges.

These colleges recelve time-sharing facilities fora G. . computer (I believe, at no

cost), but the telephone charges ars $5C0 a month for each college. Varn sucgested
that the Company (hz is on our Boord of Cirectors) rent them POP-8/S's and, after a time,
they might be donated to the schools. I told Vern that we would follow up on it immediately.

The man in charge of this project is Conrad Snowden, 555 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass.,
telephone number 959-5047,

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM:

O

@ DATE: April 24, 1968

SUBJECT: RECEPTION AREAS

TO: Jim Myers FROM: "ken Olsen

ec: Harry Mann
Win Hindle
Stan Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Ted Johnson
Pete Kaufmann

Attached is an article on how reception desks should be run. | believe we should take
this into account because | have heard some complaints about our receptionists not being
knowledgeable about the Company or even showing very much interest in what is going
on. (It is a little distracting to see a receptionist reading a pocket book when she should
be paying attention to what is going on.)

| think we should also neaten, or jazz, up the reception areas a ittle bit (there is one

very neat, with no odds and ends laying around.
part of a wall that hasn't been painted for years). Also, the reception desks should look

| want the Operations Committee to start showing more interest in what is going on in,
and the looks of, the Company.

Ken

ecc
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THE VISITORS FIRST IMPRESSION

YOUR RECEPTION DESK

Malcomb Barrett, vice-president of a national
sales company, recently returned from an extend-
ed field trip and ordered a revision of his own
company's policies governing the staffing of re-
ception desks. He had visited more than 100
offices --customers, suppliers, and his own firms
branches and was appalled at how little atten-
tion businesses pay to the "first impression" they
make on visitors.
"Elaborate reception rooms, tasteful decor and

current magazines are only part of the story," he

says. "The girl hehind the desk makes the ditfer-
ence between a good impression of the company
she represents or a bad one."
Since this executive makes it a habit to arrive

:

from 10 to 15 minutes before his scheduled eap-

pointment, he had ample opportunity to obscive
how well receptionists received other visiio.s.
Thus, Barretts informal survey is a cross section
of how the reception desk-quite possibly yours
looks from the visitor's side.
Curiously, this executive found no ciear-cut

patterns, only generalities. Salesmen, for exemple,
seemed less welcome than potential cusiumers.
Service oriented offices had better reception desk
procedures than did those places where salesmen
were frequent visitors.

But the generalities are almost worthless he-
cause of the variations within each categucy. At
one of his own branch offices, he was told curtly,
"Come hack later, or tomorrow, it's too near
lunch time."

Once he watched the receptionist in the buviny
office for a large chain store turn down a deen
salesmen in a row because the buyer had been
called to an emergency meeting. She did it su
skillfully that each man left with a warm feeling
about the company-despite the lost opportunity
to make a sale.

"
I don't care if someone wants to sell us same-

thing, wants to buy something or is mero'y
curious; when they are in our offices, they arc
to be treated as gucsts," begins Barrett's :

to all branch offices. Here are some of the points
the managers were especially cautioned to watch:

1 Mature Attitude: This doesn't necessiily
mean age, although some of the best receptionists,
this executive discovered, are elderly womes weil
past the giddy stage. It does mean a girl or
woman who can greet people in an t manuer.
All too often the newest, youngest employee on
the payroll is shoved out to the reception ue :

She knows nothing about the company or the
people who work there.
At several large companies the receptionists

didn't even recognize the name of the
with whom the visitor had his appointment. Yci
that person was either the president or
manager.
Barrett's own firm now uses anly XP

personnel to "man" the reception
women handle each guest tactfully and Chiu
ly; without being too cold or overtly

:

:

1

:

1

10



"In shart. says Barrett, "the, are mature wom-
en Jess or their eve

App arance The field trp revealed
Mat ut least of the receptionists Barrett en
countered were "overdressed." ancy coiffures,
cacktal dresses and excessive make-up look out
of piace a business office.
The really attractive receptionists-and Barrett

concedes that watching a pretty girl is better
than thumbing through outdated magazines -
were neatly sroomed and wore natural make-up
and clothes in keeping with their surroundings.

3 Pleasant Manner: Perhaps the most impor-
tant factor in i visitors wel.ome is the manne
m whicw the greets lin. B
found that a grumpy or bored welcome from the
receptionist put him in a poor mood for his inter-
view It made no difference whether he had
come to sell or to buy, the friendliness of the first
contact set the tone for his feelings about the
coinpany.

dont think any visitor expects a gushy, red
carpet welcome," Barretts memo continues. "But
everyone visiting us has a right to expect civil
treatment and an attentive response when they
state the purpose of their visit."

4 Personal Chit-Chat: Barrett's pet peeve was
the sexy receptonist who was so busy charming
the male office help or juggling boy friends on
the telephone that she had little time for the
visitor. He once waited 10 minutes (Just a min-
ute, the girl had said when she took his card)
while she tied up the telephone line rehashing a

previous nights date with a girl friend,
.\gain quoting from Barretts memo Impress

upon our receptionists that they are on duty and
are supposed to be working. Our reception rooms
are for visitors and are not a social gathering
place."
5-Ffficient Organization: There is admiration

in Barretis vdice when he describes the recep-
tionists who were able to keep visitors and tele-
phone calls flowing efficiently.
"The best organized girls seemed to exert the

least effort in keeping things running smoothly.
It was the scatter brains who tried to do every
thing at once who couldn't remember whom I had
come to see or why 1 was there," Barrett con-
cludes.
6-~Too Many Duties: Which leads to the final

point in his inter-office memo. Barrett inet one
overworked receptionist who greeted an average

of 15 visitors an hour, all the company calls
on an $8 line «wate had s 1e 20 letters a
dav to type and dcubled as par time secretery
The pou cirl was so rushed she couldnt anv
job proper y," he says.
Nor was this a small, understaffed company.

It was the regional office for a large manufactur-
er employing sume sixty clerical people.
Which only points up how little attention busi-

ness pavs to its own "front desk." Some large
companies, with otherwise flawless businesslike
images, occasionally use an inexperienced, giddy,
sometimes flighty "kid" to greet visitors. On the
other hand competent completely efficient re-
ceplionists were often found in the smallest of-
fices.
Barrett reasons the variation is due to manage-

ments falure to look at their own reception
desks objectively. "No company wants to make
a bad impression," he says, "it's just that we go
through our own reception rooms as a boss, not
as a visitor. Since we see the-receptionist every
day we tend to overlook day4to-day lapses. But
the visitor sees her only once or occasionally,
and that is the impression that counts."
This is why Barrett drew up these six points

as a means of checking on how well his com-
panys receptionists rated. There was no "point
system' and his ratings were all subjective. (4
girl either had too many personal calls or she
handled the few personal intrusions deftly and
speedily). He didn't try to define guod taste when
scoring a girl on appearance; she was either ap-
propriately dressed and groomed or she simply
did not project his firm 5 :mage."
Significantly, he rejects the view that ''sales-

men are used to callous treatment and shouldn't
be made too welcome anyway."
"If we have any visitors and what business

doesn't have some visitors we are going ta
treat them as guests. When I see someone, he's
already formulated an impression of our com-
pany and a large part of that picture is based on
how graciously, or ungraciously, he was received
by our receptionist."

Does all of this sound very elementary? Ask
someone with whom you do business, a frequent
caller at your premises, to give you an honest
down-to-earth appraisal of your front desk. The
answers you get may set you to thinking that
there is work to be done in your own reception
room, and the time to start is now.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
April 24, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: HAROLD MCFARLAND

to: John Cohen FROM: Ken Olsen

Harold McFarland, a protege of Gordon Bell's at Carnegie~Mellon, worked for us last

summer and has been doing some work for us during the year. V.e hope to hire him full-
time when he finishes school this Spring to be a computer architect.

Harold has been designing an 8-bit computer which he would like very much to have us

build. You might want to get in touch with him to learn about this machine because it

may fit into your plans.

Ken

ece

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



dl AD INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
April 25, 1943DATE:

SUBJECT: LISTS DECUS hiEMBERS (your dated Apri! 17th)

TO:
ccs

Angela Cossette FROM: Ken Clsen
Ted Johnson

Most of the requests from within the Company for information about DECUS users should
be filled, If they seem recsonable to you. The two things we want fo be careful of are:

1, Aialling lists are very valuable, and when one collects a Ist Ike we do for DECUS,
we should respect It and not allow It to get Into anyone's hands, even If it Is [ust
the Encyclopedia Britannica.

2. From a competitive point of view, we should never give out complete lists. Our
competition would like to have this type of information, and would take full
advantage of It.

| would also show precaution In handing out long IIsts Intemally. At times, we do lose
amployees to competitors, and some of our people are too innocent to realize the serious-
ness of taking customer lists with them.

And, of course, don't let this get to be too much work for you.

Sn the other hand, let's use DECUS to sell our products. Some of our DECUS members
feel we don't work hard enough to sell them our products. They appreciate hearing about
them and yetting a sales pitch, too.

Ken

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

ece
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17, 1988

Lists of DECUS

Ted Joanson FROM: Aagela Cosseite

ty have arisen in the past wre-e DEC versonne! have asked for lists of

Gots
vane coplication or spec

Rocues.s from the field offices DECUS in thelr specific area.

Recuesis from both the field offices users of members for specific machine lines.

Recuesis from in-house personnel cases numbers 1 and 4.

Rocucs.s from users, DEC DEC owners for lists of the comolete

rave In "he past complied with » Indicated in numbers 1, 2, 3, and 5. Only in a few
es have we provided the lists indice "1 numser4. Us to the present time, we have not

witn a complete list 0 DECUS members with the exception of Tim Mcinerney,
wove railing list we provided a members only.

oresent time, have six cecuests tists of members for specific machine lines
wo recuesis a complete list cf

honoring of other types o To my on.

3 number of To discourage anyone from compiling
we
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Apell 29, 1968

SUBJECT: TEACHING PROGRAMMING TO PRISONERS

TO:
ccs

Larry Portner FROM: Olsen
Win Hindle

Me. Spangle, President of Honeywell, Data Processing, called me to tell of thelr success
in teaching programming te prisoners ot Walpole State Prison. They would ike te encourage
other computer companies te do likewise.

Next week, Malcom Smith, from thelr engineering department in Waltham, will call me te
if have people interested In setting up a ike program at Concerd Reformatery.

The this thelr time, and the company suppiled computer time. Of
the ten taking the course, Honeywell tried te hire twe, but got a job elsewhere.

Let know Hf you think progrommers weuld be Interested in @ program like this. if 10,
1 will encourage Mal Smith to aut and talk fo

Ken

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: April 29, 1968

SUBJECT: PROSPECTIVE VISIT FROM HERS ROTH, PRESIOENT OF LFE

con Stan Olsen
Mike Ford

To: Nick Mazzarese FROM: ken Olsen

Mr. Herbert Reth, Moe formerly of Anclex and President of LFE, would Ite to
out here next week with Sint Berker, Auto Signal Diviston in Nerwalk, Connecticut,

to discuss bidding PDP-8's with thelr traffic signal system. He will coll again on Monday,
May 6, to make appointment.

Kea

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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dl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ April 30, 1968

SUBJECT: DISC OR DISK

DATE:

TO: SALES NEWSLETTER FROM: Ken Cheon
ENGINEERING NEWSLETTER

George Amold, of programmers, pointed te thet IBM hes chenged the
spelling of a certain word from dise to disk. Last week, when | reminded people that
the offictal DEC way of spelling it was disc, | joked that we were conforming with IBM.
We don't mind being In the boot with IBM, but hate te fallow IBM. in this
case, however, most dictionaries list disk as first preference, tome say disc is obsolete,
and Random House doesn't even acknowledge disc.

We will, therefore, take George's suggestion, ond the official Compony way of spelling
the word is disk (until further notice).

Ken

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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0 INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: April 30, 1968

SUBJECT: MISCELLANEOUS THOUGHTS

TO: Nick Mazzarese FROM: Ken Olsen
(dictated over the telephone from SJCC)

I suggest we set up a committee to propose tape transport models needed in the future.

Mike is very enthusiastic about an 8-bit computer. It would be done by Gordon Bell's
protege, Harold McFarland, and John Cohen. like the idea, but it probably would be
done best under you (and not under Mike), because it will be competitive with the 8.

Mike and | have been talking about a cheap PDP-8 that Is laid out so that it will evolve
Into a replacement for the 8/1. At the same time, we would lay out a 16-bit PDP-8 so
that we'll end up with three new computers with one development program.

@ Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
April 30, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: "DP-10 CONSOLE

To: Allen Kluchman FROM: en Olsen
cc: Jim Jordan

Loren Prentice

| may be somewhat prejudice, but | feel the PDP-10 console is one of the most beautiful

pieces of industrial design | have seen. | think you should try to arrange to have it win

an award for industrial design somewhere, and it ought to make the cover of several

magazines because of its color and style.

Ken

ece
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dl ilglilttal I INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: Mey 3, 1968

SUBJECT: MAGENTIC DISKS

To: Joba Leng Ken Olen
ece Joo St. Amow

Steve Lambert

FROM:

We have « guod source of magnet. dishes fer ew disk serege units, but bs our
only sour re have to devalep a hechup In thh tilappeari Seceuse they
ere 20 critical to ws, would like te consider making the disks ourselves.

We think we develap the plating with the cilis we heve developed in thet area,
but weuld like te line up supplies of machinery fer machining the disks.
need the equipment, We can get it very quickly. A lerge number of people aro many"

disk pecks, mechinery and techniques fer making sluminum blanks
getting te be quite well developed.

we

{ understand that ene of the ways of preparing bienks te te buy « lathe from bryent-Sleumons
tn Londen. With this lete, people ore able tu make the disks [let end ebteia « finish
fine enough te plete witheut apping.

Wil yeu have contest this company te flad evt W this le really true. We would
ite te hnew the cost of the equipment end how large « dish be handled. We would
else like te knew how they ere chile te make Wt flat, and if they supply the cutting teols
te ebtein this very fine finish. We should else find out the delivery d the machine. We
may net get moving this project until in trouble.

Kee

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



dlilgl ilttal | INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: AUTOMATIC DRILL FOR DRILLING BARS

To: Joe St. Amour "Ken OlsenFROM:

if we make an automatic drill for drilling bars, we might make one that is trivial because
we will be drilling the same bar all the time. For a tape-controlled machine, all the
accuracy Is bullt into the positioning mechanism. In our case, we can make a very rough
approximate locating procedure, and then, just before the bar is drilled, it can be located
precisely with a tapered pin being driven Into a tapered hole.

For those holes that are both drilled and tapped, we could locate a tapping head just
opposite a drill head. Then, while in the same location, it is first drilled and then tapped.

We may be able to move the bar by a simple ratchet mechanism. By adjusting the notches
in the ratchet, we may make It move approximately the right length for each step, and
then do the final locating with a pin.

We might also move the bar by simply pushing it with a long alr cylinder relatively slowly,
and then have the pin drop in to do the stopping and locating.

Ken

ecc
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dijo} INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: CHARACTER PRINTERS AND LINE PRINTERS

TO: Menno Koning FROM: Ken Olsen

Will you prepare a list of possible products in the general category of "Character
Printers and Line Printers," and a list of those that you suggest we develop In the
next three years (in order of the priority you would suggest), and if we should develop
or buy. Then | would like you to be available to attend a combined meeting of the
Operations Committee and Product Line Managers on Monday, May 13th, to discuss
these two lists.

Twelve copies of your IIsts should be handed in to Elsa by Wednesday, May 8th, so
she can distribute them to the Product Line Managers and members of the Operations
Committee for review prior to the meeting.

Ken

ecc

AYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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al INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: DISKS

TO: Steve Lambert FROM: Ken Olsen

Will you prepare a list of possible products in the general category of "Disks," and a
list of those that you suggest we develop In the next three years (in order of the priority
you would suggest), and if we should develop or buy. Then | would like you to be
available to attend a combined meeting of the Operations Committee and Product Line
Managers on Monday, May 13th, to discuss these two lists.

Twelve coples of your lists should be handed In to Elsa by Wednesday, May 8th, so she
can distribute them to the Product Line Managers and members of the Operations Committee
for review prior to the meeting.

@ Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: Pamper Tape Readers and Punches/Card Readers and Punches

TO: Ken FitzGerald FROM: Ken Olsen

WII you prepare a list of possible products In the general category of "Paper Tape
Readers and Punches/Card Readers and Punches, and a list of those that you suggest
we develop in the next three years (in order of the priority you would suggest), and
if we should develop or buy. Then | would like you to be available to attend a com~
bined meeting of the Operations Committee and Product Line Managers on Monday,
May 13th, to discuss these two lists.

Twelve copies of your lists should be handed in to Elsa by Wednesday, May 8th, so she
can distribute them to the Product Line Managers and members of the Operations Committee
for review prior to the meeting.

Ken

ecc

@
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dl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: MAGIWNETIC TAPE SYSTEMS

To: Joe Sutton FROM: Ken Olsen

Will you prepare a list of possible products In the general category of "Magnetic Tape
Systems, and a list of those that you suggest we develop in the next three years (in
order of the priority you would suggest), and if we should develop or buy. Then | would
like you to be available to attend a combined meeting of the Operations Committee and
Product Line Managers on Monday, May 13th, to discuss these two lists.

Twelve coptes of your lists should be handed Intto Elsa by Wednesday, May 8th, so she
can distribute them to the Product Line Managers and members of the Operations Committee
for review prior to the meeting.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
e May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: §NVENTORY/BUDGET

DATE:

TO: Harry Mann FROM: Ven Olsen
ce: Operations Committee

The last time | looked at the budget, It looked like we were spending about 2% less
on engineering this year than In years past. {ft also seems to me that we are not doing the
engineering we should to maintain our future. | am now asking the Product Line Managers
to consider a number of significant projects which we should get underway.

When the budget fs all wound up, will you give a note te the Operations Committee
describing what would happen if our plans for Inventory changed for the year. Maybe we
should do this by having two or three cash flows; one that we plan on, and one saying whet
would happen if manufactured everything but couldn't sell It all and It went into Z
stock. Maybe a third would be what would happen if had a recession next year.

Ken

ece
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dlilgl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
e DATE: fay 9, 1950

SUBJECT: POLICY FOR LUANING EQUIP ENT FOR USE AT TRADE SHOV S

ro: Ick : FROM: hen oben
Tes Johnson
Roger Handy

| met Chuck : taln (now af Senders) at th Spring Joint Computer Conference. Hz

sald that they would like to have borrewed a PDP-d for their demonstration, but we

sali no. At one time we had the policy of loaning equipment to people whanever

we could for use ot traue shows, Ike Tektronix does. | suggest that we develop a

policy (ona maxe sure we all know whet if ls) so we can all tend to be rather consistent,

Kea

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: TRADE SHOW BOOTHS

TO: Operations Committee
Marketing Committee
Roy Gould

FRO M: Olsen

We are not doing all that we should at trade shows. We don't show off well at all at
the small shows, and don't get the picture across at the big ones.

We should budget to build new show material so that we don't have the hodgepodge,

black ramp in the front. It is more dangerous than a step, and is relatively ugly.
ieced-together booth floors that we now use. | also suggest that we get rid of the

We should also inventory these booth sections so we can make up booths without having
to maneuver sections that are being sent to different parts of the country for other trade
shows we're participating in.

We should also work on the theme for our shows (we do give a fragmented picture). We
have two shows coming up in which we should make a concentrated effort at presenting
an image. One is IFIPS in Scotland in August, and the other is the Fall Joint Computer
Conference in San Francisco in December.

have two themes that | would like you to consider. One is "Time~Sharing." PDP-10
time-sharing is obvious, we could give our time-sharing story for the PDP-8, and the

background story of the PDP-9 could be gotten across well this way.

simulation/hybrid uses of the 10 and the multitude of A- D applications for the 8 and 9.
The other vehicle would be to present the theme of "A-D." We could push the

Ken

ecc
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a : INTE ROFFICE MEMORANDUM
wel few

:

:

mate May 3, 1968

COMBINED MEETING OF OPERATIONS COMMITTEE AND PRODUCT LINE MANAGERS

ta: Mike Ford Stan Olsen FROM: Ken Olsen
Bob Savell Win Hindle
John Jones Harry Mann
Bob Lane Ted Johnson
Al Devault Pete Kaufmann
Nick Mazzarese

would like to have a combined meeting of the Operations Committee and Product Line
Managers on Monday, May 13th, at 8:30 a.m. At that time, | would like to review the
list of peripheral products we might go into.

have asked the following people to prepare a ist of possible products in their areas,
and to list what they think we should do for the next three years:

Pat Greene Displays
Joe Sutton Magnetic Tape Systems
Steve Lambert Disks
Ken FitzGerald Paper Tape Readers and Punches/Card Readers and Punches
Menno Koning Character Printers and Line Printers

| would like all the Product Line Managers to make a ist of things they don't think should
be covered by this list. Everyone requested to make lists should get twelve copies of them
to Elsa by Wednesday, May 8th, so she can distribute them before the meeting.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
e DATE: May 3, 1968

SUBJECT: DISPLAYS

TO: Pat Greene FROM: Ken Olsen

WII you prepare a list of possible products in the general category of "Displays," and
a list of those that you suggest we develop in the next three years (in order of the priority
you would suggest), and if we should develop or buy. Then | would like you to be avail-
able to attend a combined meeting of the Operations Committee and Product Line Managers
on Monday, May 13th, to discuss these two lists.

Twelve coples of your lists should be handed in to Elsa by Wednesday, May 8th, so she can
distribute them to the Product Line Managers and members of the Operations Committee for
review prior to the meeting.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 4, 1968

SUBJECT: MANUFACTURE OF DISKS

TO: Joe St. Amour ten OlsenFROM:

We should start thinking about how to make disks if we ever have to. The problem In
machining disks is getting the warpage out of them. If you clamp the disk with a magnet
or vacuum and machine it, It goes back to its original shape when you let it go.

First of all, we should find out how others do It (but I'm not sure If they even have a
good technique). One approach would be to lay the disk on a tray of wax or plastic so
that It would keep its original shape, and then make a fine cut over the surface. When
the tray Is heated and the disk Is taken off, that one surface should be completely flat.
Afterward, it can be held in vacuuming chuck and the other side finished.

1 used to be a hand-grinder, and remember quite vividly the problems of grinding some-
thing to make it flat. We used to put shims under a flat piece to help maintain its shape
while being held in a magnetic chuck. This, of course, is impossible with a disk, and
it is a terrible chore anyway, but wax or plastic might do.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
2

DATE: May 6, 1968

SUBJECT: MODULEM222

+

TO: Joe St. Amour: FROM: Ken Olsen

I was visiting with Dick Clayton recently and he showed me a new module of his. It :

faid the individual circuits on the surface. (It's a module he calls M222.)

is not officially into the system because he Is a little afraid of it being so hard to make.

Looking over this module, It seems to me that all its problems would be solved If we

2

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 6, 1968

SUBJECT: OPTIMUM MARK SENSE CARD

TO: John Jones FROM: Ken Olsen

Please let me know when you decide on an optimum mark sense card. | would like to

see it before you send it to Jim Hall at General Design.

Ken

ecc
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iNteROFFICE MEMORANDUM
e pate: May 6, 1968

SUBJECT: 1968 ANNUAL REPORT

to: Allen Kluchman Ken Clsen
Elltott Hendrickson

cc: Harry Mann

FROM:

| would like you to organize your present thoughts on this year's annual report and

discuss them at the Operations Committee on May 13th. Please give Elsa seven copies
of your report by Wednesday, the 8th, so she can distribute them to the Committee for

review before the meeting.

Ken

ece
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: ay 4, i5E

SUBJECT:

To: doe Sutton FROM: Ken Olsen
Bob Savell
Vin Hindle

lam putting pressure on people to start several more tape transport projects; however,

this does not madify our enthusiasm fer getting the present TU7? into production. Vhen

I encourage new projects that In any way slow down our present schedule for getting the

TU79 into production, please let me know,

Ken

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 8, 1968

SUBJECT: BIWEEKLY REPORTS

TO: Operations Committee FROM: VKen Olsen

| have always believed in our Biweekly Reports. | believe that the professional man who
is working pretty much on his own can afford to write a paragraph once every two weeks
saying what he has been doing. Management is continuously being forced, in one way or

another, to report on what it is doing, but somehow we feel engineers are so conscientious,
honest, and wise in their use of time that there is no need for them to report.

Now that three people have left us to go into business for themselves, we are trying to figure
out what they were doing for the last six months. We have practically no record, and we

thing from us, we are going to have difficulty proving that they really developed it here.
have no statement from them as to what they had been working on. If they have stolen any-

Bob Collings has been working on a proposal hat he wants to make to us
mmanded time from Pat Greene's people, Jim Jordan, Purchasing, d a number 'of others,

think he has

to work on this proposal. 1 will have very little sympathy with people who say their project
is behind schedule because they have been working on something for Ken Olsen. 1 know

nothing about it, and when people think it's below their dignity to report on what they are

spending their time on, | can't sympathize with them.

| would like the Operations Committee to again consider having Biweekly Reports. We are

getting more and more engineers, and they are getting less and less supervision from senior

people. | would very much like to have it a standard rule that every engineer must write a

report every two weeks, even if it is never read.

Ken

ecc
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QAM intTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMmalig

SUBJECT:

DATE: May 10, 1968

TQ: Ron Smart FROM: 'Ken Olsen
ce: Ted Johnson

Nick Mazzarese
Stan Olsen
Win Hindle
Harry Mann
Dave Denniston

Bob Dill recently received an order for a PDP-8/1 from a Government military organization.
The story this man had to tell Bob is absolutely horrible.

He had tried all the previous week to call DEC in Maynard to place the order. Each
time he called, the switchboard operator told him he couldn't talk to anyone here, that

time, he would have been very happy to buy from someone else.

he had to contact his local salesman. He finally got in touch with the local salesman
d made an appointment, but the local salesman didn't show up for it. About that

Because of the military nature of his organization, they knew Bob Dill's name as being
our Security Officer, so, because they had the name of an individual within DEC,
they were able to talk to somebody in the Maynard plant who would take their order.

This brings up all sorts of worries. How many people are not persistent enough to finally
place an order with us? How many appointments do our sales people make and never
follow through on? How many people who would like to buy our equipment aren't
fortunate enough to know someone within by name?

:

For years we were the only company offering products, but now we do have competition,
and we're going to have to polish some of our attitudes if we're going to smash the

competition.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 10, 1968

suBJECT: DECTAPE

TO:

Cc

Dick Best Olsen
Jack Shields
Don Voneda
Dan Wardimon
Operations Committee
Mike Ford
John Jones

FROM:

it is time we solve our DECtape problems and eliminate all apparent communication

problems within the Company. | would Ilke you four to be a committee to come to a

conclusion as to what we should do to solve our DECtape problems.

| would like you to come to a meeting of the Operations Committee ofter Schedule

Review on Friday, May 17th. If you can't come to a conclusion hecause of communication

breakdown, do come and let us observe the communication breakdown.

Ken

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



IBEY INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 10, 1968

SUBJECT: LINE PRINTER

TO: Joe St. Amour FROM: UKen Olsen
ccs: Menno Koning

Dick Best

| like your idea of a line printer in which the paper is folded around a rotating disk. I

think you should pursue this and talk to our patent lawyer to see if it is worth patenting
before we improve the idea.

| suggest that you plan on a disk about six inches in diameter. We are now working with
fonts of 64 characters, and may want to go to 96 someday. The characters are on 0. 1-inch
centers, and three fonts would make a circumference of 19.2 inches. Two fonts of 96
characters would fit in the same circle. This is very close to being six inches in diameter.
I'm now thinking that we should make all of our line printers floor models because they
lgok more like they're worth the money, and it makes it easier to hold the paper. In the
case of this line printer, it would allow about 30 inches from the roller shape-up to the
shape bent around a drum.

We would probably like to have the hammers movable between two or four stations. The
whole hammer assembly could be rotated around the same center.as the disk.

The ribbon-moving system is probably the most difficult part of this printer. If seems to me
that it would have to be kept in contact with a metal surface for the full printing radius.
Maybe we should change to a more expensive paper which uses no carbon.

We have also considered printers using paper which burns the mark. In this printer, we
would have about ten styli, made of tungsten, which rub across the paper. The paper
moves uniformly, and the styli rotate at a slight angle so that any one line is straight across
the paper. Seven of the styli generate 5 x 7 characters. The extra two or three styli are,
therefore, plenty for plotting pictures and graphs.

This type printer is very simple, but has two disadvantages. First of all, it smells like
ozone, and, secondly, the paper is expensive. Neither of these particularly bother me
if we can make the printer inexpensively. We can then be the source of the paper also,
which is nice.

Teletype now sells an ink-squirting printer which uses electrodes to electrostatically deflect

rotating member. We would then just have to squirt a drop of ink out at each position
the ink. We might make a simple version of this by having seven or ten ink sources on the

and wouldn't have to worry about deflecting it like Teletype does.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMKeQ

DATE: May 15, 1968

SUBJECT: CHART OF COSTS AND BOOKINGS FOR MARKETING GROUPS

TO: Operations Committee FROM: Ken Olsen

ccs Clayton Rix

Attached is a chart of an idea | have for how we can chart the costs and bookings for

the various marketing groups. In the left-hand column, | have listed all the marketing

groups | can think of offhand. We'll have one page for each product line, which will

include the Family of 8, PDP-9, PDP~10, Modules, and LINC-8.

Next to the last column on the right-hand side is a sum of the cost for all product lines

using a particular group. If this sum is the same as the number on the page, it shows

that this marketing group is used 100% for this product line. If the numbers are different,

one can immediately get a picture of what percentage is used for this particular product

'line.

Ken

ecc
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FAMILY@ 8
Budgeted
Bookings

Actual
Bookings

Actual Bookings
To Cost

: Budgetea
Book-
ings
to Cost Using This Group

Total Cost
Product nes

Budggimd Actual
Cost" Cost

Product Line Marketing

Biomedical Marketing
Mort Ruderman

Data Acquisition
Dick Sorensen

Education
Norm Doelling
Communication
Don Murphy

Analytical Instrumentation

Numerical Control

Oceanography
Bob O'Hagan
Science

Typesetting
Marv Cothran

:

Time~Sharing

Simulation
Ward MacKenzie

Industrial Modules

Computer Lab :

2
Peripherals & Memories

Totals
Kenneth H. Olsen
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AD INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 15, 1968

SUBJECT: BUDGET

TO: Operations Committee FROM: "Ken Olsen

When we present the budget to the Board of Directors, it would be very helpful if we

include what we expect to ship for the whole year of 1970. It should show those product

lines that we expect to taper off, and those which we are making Investments in this

coming year for 1970.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 16, 1968

SUBJECT: FIRE ALARMS

TO: Bob Lassen FROM: Ken Olsen
Al Hanson

I have a feeling the Safety/Security Committee feels {'m holding things up by refusing to
have a fire drill. 1 feel the Safety/Security Committee is holding things up by not getting
the Information across to employees.

After the word Is put across to employees and fire marshalls, and we interview the fire
marshalls to make sure they understand all the rules, then let's consider having a fire drill.
The fire alarm of May 15th shows that practically no one In the Company has gotten any
Information about fire alarms, and another fire drill would compound the problem, not solve
it.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 16, 1968

SUBJECT: CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEMS BILL

To: Ed Schwartz FROM: Ken Olsen

At times, we have considered planting time-lapsed cameras around In the Company to

catch people who are stealing. Would this law make it illegal to do it?

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 14, 1968

SUBJECT: Closed-Circuit T.V. Systems Bill

TO: Ken Olsen FROM: Ed Schwartz

There is presently pending in the Massachusetts Legislature, a
bill which was initially filed by the AFL-CIO barring any employer
from using any closed-circuit T.V. system or other monitoring
systems or devices without the express permission of the employees.
This bill was reported by the Committee on Commerce and Labor and
amended so as to require that the operation of an in-plant, closed-
circuit T.V. system be generally known to the employees.

The Associated Industries of Massachusetts has commented in one of
their recent legislative bulletins that this bill is realistic and
wise as an alternative in an increasingly technological economy
to the original labor bill that sought to bar the use of all such
systems or other monitoring systems without express employee consent.
In other words, A.I.M. is saying that if all the employer has to do.
is to inform the employees of this fact, it is not a bad bill
If we wish to express our sentiment on this, I think it should be
via A.I.M. I would appreciate your comments.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Mey 20, 1968

SUBJECT: NEW ENGINEERING COMMITTEE

TO: ENGINEERING NEWSLETTER FROM: Ken Olsen
SALES NEWSLETTER

in line with our policy of changing the structure of DEC committees from time to time,
we have reorganized the Engineering Committee. its membership now consists of:

Ken Olsen, Chairman
Tom Stockebrand, Secretary
Dick Best
Joe St. Amour
Russ Doane
Bob Wyman
Dick Clayton
Btll Melesky
derry Butler
Brad Vachon
Roger Cady
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: Mey 23, 1968

SUBJECT: OFFICE SUPPLIES CATALOG

TO: erry Monn FROM: Vion Gleen

ccs Stan wieen
dim Myers

it Is my understanding that the Cnmmittes vecided to moke Sten Czor of

the offire supplies rataing He will pass on proposals of what things should be acdeu to

removed from the catalog. People do, of course, huve the freedom of going over Sten's

heed if they don't like his decisions.

Ken
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 23, 1968

SUBJECT: PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SCHEMATICS

To: Al Hanson FROM: Ken Olsen

Please send me a copy of your schematics for the public address system that we now

have and the new, enlarged system.

Don't make up special drawings for me, just send the ones you now use.

Ken
ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 23, 1968

SUBJECT:

TO: Bob Collings FROM: 'Ken Olsen

Rand Corporation has a publication entitled, "Window on Russian Computers. "

Will you try to get on their mailing list for this.

This may be a secret document, and may even be restricted information that they

published, so approach the question corefully.

Ken

ece
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ May 24, 1968

SUBJECT: PBP-10 COMPARABLE WTH SIGMA 5

TO: Gordon Bell FROM: Ken Olsen

DATE:

SDS seems to have outsmarted us when they came out with their Sigma 5. They now

have the lowest priced computer of this size, and ore toking many orders away from

our PDP-10.

Whet can we cut out of the PDP-10 to make o useful, low-priced computer?

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 24, 1968

SUBJECT: STAIRWAY IN CENTER OF BUILDING 5

TO: Al Hanson FROM: Ken Clsen

If you give the man running the elevator In the center of Building 5 the job of keeping
the stairway clean, he cen probably sweep it several times a day and not hurt his

elevator service. He would also probably teach some of our younger people not to

mess the stclrs.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ May 24, 1958DATE:

SUBJECT: SILK SCREENED NOTEBOOKS

TO: Henry Crouse FROM: Ken Olsen
cc Leo Reardon

When we again need notebooks silk screened, let's consider doing them in-house.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
May 24, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: INCLUDING THE FIRE ALARM INTO THE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

To: Al Hanson FROM: Ken Olsen

The next time we redo the public address system, | think we should include the fire
alarm Into the system. This will give wider coverage to the alarm, and just make

extra sure everybody can hear it.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE
: MEMORANDUM

DATE. May 29, 1968

SMALL HAND TOOLS
FROM John J. Trebendis

Supervisor
partmentManagers and

On May 13, 1968, memo was send to all concerned on tools
issues. To date, five (5) managers and/or supervisors have :

answered.

JIn a seven day period, four (4) employees that left us had
no tools to turn in -- the complete tool box was gone. WHERE?2???

From now on no tools will be replaced after initial issue :

unless broken tool is returned, and only managers or supervisors :

release tools. If anyone comes down for tools and does not
have a written approval from his supervisor, he will not be
issued the tools.

This notice is effective immediately.

ec:

2
:

:

wr ™ wi
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: May 29, 1968

SUBJECT: LATHES FOR MOUNTING MAGNETIC DISKS

TO: Pete Kaufmann FROM: -Ken Olsen

| got some more Information on the lathes for mounting magnetic disks. They are
distributed in this country by the Milo Manufacturing Company in Union, New Jersey.

Bob Milo is the young fellow doing the marketing, and Joe Milo, his father, fs the
engineer who knows all the details. They sell lathes to a number of disk manufacturers,
and will give us the list. They can also help us with techniques for making good disks.
The lathes not only give a micro finish, but also mokes them flat and round.

They make lathes that turn disks up to 48 Inches, but the one we want would turn up to
17 or 19 inches and costs approximately $35,000 fully-equipped.

Ken

ecc
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GHEHGE0 INTEROF FICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 11, 1968

SUBJECT: FOCAL

TO: Nick Mazzarese FROM: Ken Olsen
Mike Ford
Norm Doelling
Rick Merrill
Allen Kluchman

We still haven't gotten our message of FOCAL across to the public. 1 would like to

have a meeting next Monday afternoon, June 17th, at 3:00, to hear your plans for

getting this message across.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORAND
June 11, 1968

SUBJECT: PDP-8/I DRAWINGS

TO: Mike Ford FROM: Ken Olsen
Nick Mazzarese
Roger Cady

ccs Engineering Committee

DATE:

The Engineering Committee has requested that you have the PDP-8/1 drawings
redrawn in the DEC standard format. If you don't want to do this, please let us

know why, and if you do, please let us know your schedule.

Ken Olsen, Chairman
Engineering Committee

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: June Ii, 1968

SUBJECT: MODULE SALES EFFORT

TO: Ted Johnson FROM: 'Ken Clsen
ccs Operations Committee

At the meeting you scheduled for this Friday to discuss plans for new offices, will

you cover one other item for me first"

Several months ago we all agreed to the Importance of Increasing our module sales

effort. | would like o report from you on whut the Increase has been for the last

three months, and then | would like to have you compare it with the other product
lines. § would also ilke to hove you report on the results of your famous London

meeting. I've heard rumblings (but not from Stan) that you have turned down the

techniclans that module people wanted as dedicated module salesmen.

Ken
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DATE: June 14, 1968

FUTURE TAPSSUBJECT: VELOPMENT

TO: Mike Ford FROM: Len Olsen

cc: Nick Mazzarese
Pete Kaurmann

Ken FitzGerald had a W list of future paper tape projects, including one that us

a spooler. He also nad data on ail the various card readers,

Now that many of the perigherais are being turned over to Pete, wiil you write a no

(of which would ike to receive < copy) ing the furure Ppojects that Ken had

in mind, and his experience with the various card readers he ran tests on.

Ken

ecc
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dl il] INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 14, 1968

SUBJECT:

TO: Dick Best FROM: Olsen

Murray Ruben, who works in Pat Greene's group, Is being limited by lack of a

precision digital volt meter and an interval counter. Will you check with him to see

if there is some way we can make these measurements with equipment we now have.

Ken

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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June 17, 1968

"WOODS" MEETING SCHEDULED FOR JULY 9THIE : :

)perations Committee FROM: Ken Olsen

'uly 9th looks like a good day for the next "Woods" meeting. We will have it in my
ard in Lincoln, where there are a few trees to make it look "Woodsy," a pool to coo!

off in, and a park to warm up in for softball (if the "Has Beens" game hasn't already
been played).

The two subjects would like us to talk aout are: 1) how to run engineers, and 2) how
to run salesmen. The problem of managirg engineers is perhaps easier to define, so
we'll save that until afternoon. | would like to concentrate on writing and documentetion
n respect to the engineers, and maybe technical writing, and maybe even letter writing.

'n the morning, | would like to talk abou* hov we run salesmen. We just completed an
enormous growth in this area, and plan te increase our bookings tremendously in the next
»ear, and | feel we haven't spent much time talking about how we manage our sales people.
also feel that Ted is too much involved directly with the people to have a chance to

relax and get a distant view.

At the Operations Committee on Monday, June 24th, | would like one agenda item to be
+o make an outline for our discussion.

Ken

ec



dl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ DATE: June 17, 1968

SUBJECT: CHEAP TAPE INFORMATION FROM LOU ILLINGWORTH

TO: Mike Ford FROM: (ken Olsen
Nick Mazzorese

Now thet you have decided net to continue with the cheap tape, | would like you
fo send a copy ef all drawings, reports, notebook entires, and any notes future

ideas, that you might have gotten from Lou Illingworth when he left.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 17, 1968

SUBJECT: HEALTH SERVICE SYSTEMS

TO:
ccs

Mort Ruderman FROM: Ken Olsen
Win Hindle

+ fy

At 2:30 on Friday afternoon, June l4th, | had a visit from Mr. Willlam Stern of Health
Service Systems (a private company) in New York City. For the last two or three years,
they have been working on an organization with some of the most well-known doctors In
the New York and Boston areas, and, for the last nine months, with Jordan Boruch of
Medinet. They plon to set up two medical-screening centers, and to franchise a lerge
number of others throughout the country. These will be owned by doctors who use the
services, so there will be very little feeling of competition with the system. They plan
to chorge $50 for checking a patient, and will do everything, Including checking for
cancer. They will not, however, do X-ray, but propose taking some of the thermo
photographs.

They would like to have someone supply the digital portion of thelr system. | told him we
were very much Interested in this, and that you were the man he should talk to. | told
him that when you got back from Jopan you would be happy to spend time with them.
Two men he would like te have you talk with cre Gerald Rosenthal, Ph.D In Economics
from Harvard, and Jorden Baruch of Medinet.

lam convinced that this type of operation will day be a very big thing in this country.
They have worked hard with of the doctors in laying out what they want done, but
I'm ofratd they hoven't considered the hordware problems. This might be typical of Jordan
Baruch. They would like to be on-line in six months. AGA has offered them an auto~
chemist (for free) to try out the system, and they hove offered them the exclusive
rights for sales in this country.

I think they'll get the money easily, However, | predict they will have a lot of trouble
getting the electronics in thelr systems going they haven't thought about this
problem at all. i'm afraid they would like us to solve all these problems for them. !'m
sure they have to get some really competent systems people before we can make a positive
contribution to them. We can flil them up with ideas, but they'll have fo take responsi~
bility for them.

When they interrogate patient, they could also have all the labels produced that go
the various samples and smears. They might alse produce a miniature card or paper tape
that would go into the weighing scale and blood pressure testing machine that all the
right data will get to the central machine.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Mort Ruderman - 2 - June 17, 1968

I believe they ought to collect data fn one of these centers very much like Tom Stockebrand
collected test data on his strate production. There was one small computer that sorted all
the data and put it on magnetic tape.

They have done a lot of planning and a lot of work (most of It political and sales type), but
very little thinking of how they wont to do this. They thought they wanted to punch IBM
cards. This is obsolete and old-fashioned, and shows the level of which they have thought
of things.

Ken Olsen

ecc



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 24, 1968

suByECT: JOY STICK DEVICE

Pat Greene FROM: Ken OlsenTO:

Here Is a joy stick. When sit through long Board meetings, | like to design
mechanical devices. This one is a result of many hours' design, but it may be
exactly like the one | saw up in your area.

The ball can be spun out of aluminum or stainless steel. The ball could be less
than three inches in diameter, and the other parts could be made with closer
dimensions to make the whole thing more compact.

Only two pots are needed, but | used four to get inexpensive bearings and
mechanical bearings of symmetry. This can be used as a ball-in-hand device
or the base of a joy stick. When a joy stick is used, a metal brush with a round
hole In the middle can cover most of the ball.

Gordon Bell suggests that a pot be put on the top bracket, and the shaft tled to
the ball, so that a third motion (rotary) can be obtained.

There are several companies in this area that do spinning, and | believe we can
get balls from them very inexpensively.

Ken

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMa :

DATE: June 28, 1968

SUBJECT: CONVERSATION WITH BILL SEWALK

TO: Operations Committee FROM: "Ken Olsen
Allen Kluchman
Mike Ford
John Jones

Here are some notes from my talk with Bill Sewalk this morning. He made a survey of
the small computer business, and these are points that | can remember.

DEC's strong points are: excellent service, history of good products, diverse products,
and DECUS.

DEC's weak points are: nonaggressive sales, poor advertising, no special programs, no

systems responsibility, high-cost central processor, and 12 bits.

They don't consider SDS as important, and H-P isn't trying very hard. The comments
about Varian are weak in cost and reliability of peripherals. Their strong points are:
very aggressive selling, excellent advertising, they take systems responsibility, doa
lot of customer programming, and people like the fact that they negofiate prices.

Bill said that when you open a copy of "Datamation," you immediately see Varian's ads,
but may miss DEC's. He said we don't get the point across, nor do we show our size and

capability. He says we are ten times bigger than Varian, but look smaller in the ads.

When questioned what he meant by an aggressive salesman, he said he didn't mean one
who is aggressive in personality or offensive, but one who will not take no for an answer,
and will keep hammering away at the customer. A salesman should spend all the time
necessary with important customers, and not be deluded by the large number of less

an order." He doesn't back off when the pressure is on because the customer is probably
testing his reaction.

Some people say that we have a Boy Scouts' sales organization. Our salesmen should
have the ability to stand up to all levels of an organization (up to the president), and

represent the Company and give the impression that the Company is behind him.

important customers. "A salesman is never too busy to be with the man who is placing

This survey was taken in the Western region, with about 30 samples, most of which came
from aerospace, industrial, and the communications industry, and also included the
instrument, peripheral, and mining industries. It not only contains all the prejudices of
these industries, but includes a few of Bill's prejudices.
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Conversation with Bill Sewalk - 2 - June 28, 1968

Bill said we should do very well in the communications industry. Besides message switch-
ing and message concentration, the telephone industry is very much interested in computers,
and we have no one looking into it.

Ken Olsen

ecc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 25, 1968

SUBJECT: USE OF CAMERAS IN THE PLANT

To: Al Hanson FROM: Ken Olsen

cs: Horry Mann

Wwe normally have the rule that we don't consider notes to the Operations Committee

without written proposals. Your note on the use of cameras was a problem without a

proposal, but we acted on it anyway.

Ve decided that you should put c plaque of each reception desk saying that no cameras

are allowed In the plant. This should not, however, hinder use of cameras for normal

work operations.

Ken
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ June 25, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: LARGE-SCALE INTEGRATION

TO: Bob Hughes FROM: Ken Olsen

We have been saying that all the enthusiasm for large-scale integration Is premature,
and that much of what is being said is foolishness. However, time passes quickly, and
we want to be sure that we're not caught by surprise when some of these techniques are

useful. Will you write a note (just a page or two, or even less) to the Operations
Committee saying what you think the state of the art Is now and when you think it will
be useful for parts of our computers.

Ken

ecc
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djilg| all INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
@ June 26, 1968

SUBJECT: IN-HOUSE COMPUTERS

DATE:

TO: Jim Myers FROM: "Ken Olsen

ce: Harry Mann

Plecse go over your Ust of in-house computers because the Operations Committee, at

our meeting on Monday, could think of computers thet not your list ond we

should make sure it Is complete.

Will you also identify these that ore capitalized and those that ore In inventory.

Ken
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jill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
June 26, 1968DATE:

SUBJECT: JOE SUTTON'S TU79 RESPONSIBILITIES

TO: Win Hindle FROM: "Ken Olsen

Bob Savell

Sometime ago, | reprimanded Mike Ford for using Ken FitzGerald on PDP-8 mechanical

engineering jobs while Ken was working on o Compony-wide-supported project which

Mike happened to be supervising for the rest of the Company.

| feel you should have gotten permission from the supporting projects before giving Joe
Sutton responsibilities other than the TU79. \ hen others agreed to support the TU79,
I believe it was with the understanding they were getting Joe full-time.

Ken

ece
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dl ill INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 27, 1968@

SUBJECT: PERIPHERAL PROJECTS

TO: Operations Committee FROM: Ken Olsen

Various Vice~Presidents are supervising peripheral projects, but | have the very
definite feeling these projects receive secondary attention, and | sometimes have
the feeling that it is somewhat of an honorary title rather than one of real obligation
to supervise.

After the Schedule Review meeting next Wednesday, July 3rd, | would like to have
a meeting, at which time we document the staffing plans for each of the peripheral

projects. Please prepare for this meeting.

Ken

ecc
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